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ABSTRACT
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF TUMORS 
AND THEIR REMOTE METASTASES
Carryn Bellomo 
Old Dominion University, 1998 
Director: John A. Adam
Clinical observations and indications in the literature have led us to investigate 
several models of tumors. For example, it has been shown that a tumor has the ability to 
send out anti-growth factors, or inhibitors, to keep its remote metastases from growing. 
Thus, we model the depleting effect of such a growth inhibitor after the removal of the 
primary tumor (thus removing the source) as a function of time t and distance from the 
original tumor r.
It has also been shown clinically that oxygen and glucose are nutrients critical to 
the survival and growth of tumors. Thus, we model the effects of immersing a tumor into 
a nutrient bath. Similarly, this model could represent the addition of nutrient to the tissue 
surrounding a spherical tumor.
In this paper, we model several problems associated with the clinical observations 
noted above, and draw conclusions based on the obtained results.
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To understand the ramifications of the models outlined in this dissertation, it is 
important to convey some of the many aspects of cancer and tumor growth. An intense 
biological discussion is not necessary for our purposes here, but it is helpful to have a 
basic awareness of cancer development and some of the other associated implications.
The term “cancer” refers to more than 100 forms of the disease. Almost every 
tissue in the body can spawn malignancies; some can even yield several types [1]. Still, 
the basic processes that produce these diverse tumors appear to be quite similar [1]. 
Tumor development occurs in several stages (note that the following information, along 
with Figure 1-1, is taken from Scientific American [1]).
Stage 4
~ -Set*-Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
Figure 1-1. Stages of tumor development.
The onset of tumor development begins with the genetic mutation of a particular
cell within a normal population; this mutation increases the cells’ propensity to 
proliferate when it would normally rest (Stage I in Figure 1-1). This cell and its
The journal used as a model for this dissertation is Applied Math Letters.
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offspring appear normal, but after a further mutation become more abnormal in growth 
and appearance (Stage 3 in Figure 1-1). A tumor may remain contained indefinitely 
(Stage 4 in Figure 1-1); however, some cells may eventually acquire additional mutations 
allowing the tumor to invade underlying tissue and shed cells into the blood or lymph. 
This is what is known as multi-step carcinogenesis (Stage 5 in Figure 1-1).
There are several clinical facts that initiated the investigation of the problems 
covered in Sections 2 - 6 .  To gain preliminary insight into these facts, we will outline 
the biological phenomenon that resulted in the formulation of each of the models 
mentioned in the following Sections.
As a result of the competitive environment within the host, certain types of tumors 
can send out anti-growth factors, inhibiting mitosis in its remote metastases [2]. Once a 
primary tumor is removed from the host animal, researchers noticed the increased growth 
rates in some of the surrounding metastases. Therefore, in Sections 2 and 3 we are 
interested in modeling the post-surgical environment of the surrounding tissue, 
particularly emphasizing the inhibiting effects on the tumors’ remote metastases.
Nutrients such as oxygen and glucose are vital to the survival of any cell within 
the body, cancerous or not. Research has also shown that well-oxygenated tumor cells 
require less radiation dosage compared to cells in the total absence of oxygen [3]. In 
light of this, Section 4 studies the uptake of nutrient into a tumor.
Tumors can eventually develop what is known as a necrotic core, or an inactive 
region in the center of the tumor. Primarily a result of the lack of nutrient within a 
spheroid, it can cause a decrease in growth rate and even cell death. Correspondingly, 
Section 5 analyzes the uptake of nutrient into a tumor with a necrotic core.
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An “in situ” tumor (Stage 4 in Figure 1-1) eventually reaches a steady state when 
the cells find themselves far away from any capillaries. The restriction in size is caused 
in part by the lack of readily available nutrients, protein growth factors and oxygen [4]. 
After time, however, the size restriction can abruptly change if the tumor induces new 
capillary growth [4]. The proliferation of new capillaries is called angiogenesis, see 
Figure 1-2 for an illustration.
Tumor Continues to Expand, 
Eventually Spreading
Capillaries ProKferate; 
Tumor Begins to Grow
In Situ Tumor
Figure 1-2. Stages of angiogenesis.
The tumor then becomes a major problem, invading surrounding tissue and causing 
alarming symptoms [4]. All aforementioned problems studied in this text do not take into 
account the presence of such a capillary network. Therefore, in Section 6 we investigate 
a tumor which has gone through this process of angiogenesis.
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SECTION 2 
POST-SURGICAL PASSIVE RESPONSE OF LOCAL 
ENVIRONMENT TO PRIMARY TUMOR REMOVAL
2.1 Introduction
In a recent paper by O'Reilly et al [2] the phenomenon of metastasis inhibition by an 
angiogenesis inhibitor, angiostatin, is discussed. In their animal model, a primary tumor 
inhibits its remote metastases. The authors discuss various existing hypotheses for the 
observed inhibitory effects, and propose that a primary tumor, while capable of 
stimulating angiogenesis in its own vascular bed, may yet inhibit angiogenesis in the 
vascular bed of a metastasis or other (secondary) tumor. The hypothesis involves the 
competing effects of angiogenic inhibitor and stimulator (released by the primary) in the 
vicinity of a remote metastasis. For the proposed mechanism to work, the inhibitor must 
have a longer half-life in the circulation than the stimulator does; then at the secondary 
location inhibition occurs despite the presence of growth stimulatory factors. Upon 
surgery, the source of inhibition is removed, and the secondary is free to grow, often 
rapidly, by the usual mechanisms of angiogenesis. The reader is referred to the above 
paper for further details of the observations and the properties of angiostatin.
Prompted by these clinical observations, we investigate the features associated 
with an idealized “surgical procedure” representing the removal of a spherical tumor in 
an infinite domain. We discuss the resulting initial-value problem as the domain, now 
bounded internally by a sphere of radius R, responds to the evolution of the (previous)
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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steady-state distribution of inhibitor released by the primary prior to its removal. The 
geometry is shown in Figure 2-1.
D |5 r  P C  =  0
(r  = R , t > 0 )
Figure 2-1. Basic geometry of the problem: A spherical 
tumor of radius R embedded in an infinite homogenous 
domain for t < 0, and removed at t = 0.
We assume prior to surgery at t = 0, the source of inhibitor (the tumor) has been 
present for enough time that a steady state concentration C(r) has developed. The 
steady state solution C(r,0) for r > R is then the initial condition imposed on the 
boundary value problem at t = 0. The steady state solution is established in Section 2.3; it 
matches the “interior” solution for r < R obtained by Shymko and Glass [5]. They were 
concerned with the internal distribution of growth inhibitor (in various geometries), 
which enabled them to draw conclusions about the stability or instability of tissue 
“growth”, i.e. whether or not the tissue could reach a stable limiting size, and under what 
circumstances this could occur.
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We do not incorporate the effects of an angiogenic stimulator in our analysis. In 
what follows, C(r,f) is the growth inhibitor concentration for r > R, y is a depletion rate, 
D is the coefficient of diffusion, and P is a coefficient of permeability (between the tumor 
and its surroundings). In this section, y, D, and P are all constants (in Section 3 we 
consider them to be piecewise constant quantities). Our ultimate concern is the 
description of C(r,f) at any given location corresponding to a metastatic or secondary 
site. In particular, for r = r*> R , and f = t* > 0 we wish to describe / ( f )  = C(r*,f) and 
g(r) = C (r,f* ). We posit that if the concentration C(r,f) falls below a critical value, say 
0, then metastatic inhibition ceases. We investigate / ( f )  and g(r) for various values of f 
and r, and estimate the speed of the “relaxation pulse” for the function r • g(r) after 
removal of the primary tumor.
2.2 Statement of the Problem
The time-dependent post-surgical problem may be posed as follows:
R < r  <co, f > 0 (2 . 1)
r = R, t>  0 (2.2)
dr
C(r, 0) = —e_ar = F(r) R < r< c o , t  = 0 (2.3)
r
where V2C = —
J__5_ 
r2 dr
denotes the Laplacian in spherical coordinates. Equation
(2.2) represents the boundary condition for the system, in which the diffusion is
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equivalent to the flux through the boundary. The constants a  and G in the initial 
condition, equation (2.3), are associated with the steady state solution (see Secdon 2.3).
2.3 The Steady State Solution
The fundamental equation of interest is
—  = DV2C -y C  + AS(r), 
dt
which in the diffusive equilibrium approximation reduces to
J _ d _  
r 2 dr
, dC r~ —  
dr
_2*1 = - A  for r <R
D D
= 0 for r > R .
Therefore, for a 2 = — ,
d 2C 2 dC i X- f + - — - a 2C = - — , for r < R  
dr1 r dr D
= 0 for r  > R .
For the complementary function, we have
C = A sinh(orr) + —cosh(or). 
r r
Note that C(0) < oo implies that B = 0.  The particular integral must satisfy 
—Xry " - a 2y = —̂ ~ ,  which implies that
C(r) = —  sinh( cor) +—, for r < R .  (2.4)
r y
Note that C'(0) = 0.
For r > R ,
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
F GC = —sinh(ar) h— cosh(orr), 
r r
where lim C(r) = 0  implies that
C = —(cosh(or) — sinh(orr)) - — e ar. 
r r
(2.5)
Continuity of C at r = R implies from equations (2.4) and (2.5), that
a  h
—sinh(od?) h—  = — [cosh(ai?) -  sinh(otf?)]. (2.6)
Also, D dC
dr
+ PC(R) = 0 , meaning the flux inside the tissue at the bounding surface is







[cosh(a/?) -sinh(aft)] = 0 ,
or from equation (2.6),
A_
R






A = ■ -PARI y
D [acoshaK  — (sinhoft) / R  ] + Psinha/?
For r < R,




r [ D {arcosh(2# -(s in h a /? ) IR} + PsinhaK ]
Note that
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D [acoshaR — (sinhaR) / R]  + PsinhaR  sinhaK {D [orcothaF —!//?] + P}
__ 1/sinhaF
D(a  / P ) coth aR-t-l — D /  PR 
1 / sinh aR
1 + 7  (coth <2 / ? - 1/ ceR)
gives the notation of Shymko and Glass [5], where rj = D a l  P and
C(r) = -
r
(R sinh ar) I (r sinh aR) 
1 + 7  (coth aR -1  / aR)
, for r < R.
From equation (2.6),
G = Re a R A .—sinh aR H—  
R y




l + 7 (cotha/? —1/aR) y
(2.7)
Therefore, for r > R ,
C(r) = (G / r)e 
Z R
Y r 6
- a ( r - R ) 1
1 + 7  (coth aR — 11 aR)
2.4 Derivation of Solution
We eliminate the depletion term by letting C(r,r) = T(r,t)e~1*. Equations (2.1) 
(2.3) then become
1 dT _ d2T 2 dT 
D dt dr2 r dr
R < r < oo, t>  0 (2.8)
D — +PT  = 0 
dr
7Xr,0) = C(r,0) = F (r)
r= R, t>  0
R < r<  oo, r = 0
(2.9)
(2 . 10)
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Then we change to Cartesian coordinates by setting T(r,t) = r~lu(x(r),t) , where 
r = x + R .  Equations (2.8) - (2.10) become
0 < x < o o ,  r > 0  (2 .1 1 )
dir D dt
n \
u = 0 x = 0 , t > 0  (2.12)D * + [ p - °
dx { R
u(x,0) =  Ge~alx+R) = M(x)  0 < x  < oo, t = 0 . (2.13)
We introduce the integral transform pair
£i(x,f) = JTsr(£*)«(£r)d# (2.14)
ZT(/?,f) = ^K(P,x)u(x,t)dx  (2.15)
to the “infinite slab” type system represented by equations (2.11) - (2.13). The 
normalized kernel K(J3, £) is given by the equation [6],
; = J T A o W t s m C A )
V x  tJ/32 + H 2 
which is the normalized solution of the system
-—̂ -+ p zY = 0 0<x<oo  (2.16)
dx"
— ~ H Y  = 0 x = 0 (2.17)
dx
for B e[0,oo) and H  = - - — .
^  R D
From equations (2.11) and (2.14), we find that
f  K ( P , x ) ^ d x  = D~l T K ( j3 ,x )^ -d x  = D~l ^-u(/3,t)  (2.18)
Jo dx~ Jo dt dt
Reproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the left hand side of which becomes
1
*5 1
i 03 r® dK du , --------dx — ^  du dK K ----- u----
L dx\ 0 ,0 dx dx dx dx
r  d 2Ku — T-dx 
JO A y 1Jo dx '
It is reasonable to assume that limn(A-) = 0  and lim«'(x) = 0. These conditions imply
X—>O0 X-+00
= 0 -  K(0)u'(0) + u(0)K '(0).that „d u  dKK  u ----
dx dx
From equation (2.12), u'(0) = Hu(0). Also, using equation (2.17) we can easily 
verify that
„du dKK  u----
dx dx
From equations (2.16) and (2.14),
= w(0) [K’(Q) -  HK(0)] = 0
oo H~K oo
f u— —dx — —p 2 [ uKdx = -j32Du({3,t) 
Jo Jo
Using the above information, equation (2.18) becomes
^  = - 0 1DTi(/3,t), whence u(/3,t) = i7(/?,0) e~Dprt.
dt
(2.19)
Note that from equations (2.13) and (2.14),
u(J3,0) = J " K(J3,$ «(£0 )d% = f " K ( p , M { p ) , 
where M(£) = (£+ R)F(p+R).
Finally, using «(/?,0) = M(/3) in equation (2.19) and from equation (2.15),
H(*,r) = J" M{p)e~Dpl,K tp ,x )d p . (2.20)
Using the definition of K(P,p) and equation (2.13) in M{p)  = j jK (P , t )u ( t ,0 )d t , we 
find that
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M(fi) =  Ge-°* M f  <■-* Pcos^ P  +
V ^J“ V / F T F
Note that this integral is given by the equation
J f  + H 1 cc-+/3- 
where G is the constant associated with the steady state solution, given by
1G = ReaR —
r
1 —
1 +  t j  (coth(orr) — 1 / aR)
Using equation (2.22) for M  , equation (2.20) reduces to
n(x,r) = —Ge~aR(a + H) [Ix(/3,x,t) -bHI2(fi,x,t)],
K
u t f  ̂ r» f i ze  op''cos(f ix)where /. (/?, x, r) = L —̂ -----     —dp
x H Jo (ft + a  +H )
T f 13 \ r« fie~Dpi‘ Sinifix)U (fi,x,t) = L —£-----5---- , , dB.Jo ( ^ + Q r 2 ) ( ^ 2 + H 2 ) ^
Therefore, we have the solution given by
C(r, r) = — -  G e 0* (a  + H) [/, (/?, r -  R, t ) + HI, (0 , r - R , f)].
r  7 i
2.5 Nondimensionalization of the Results
~ x  r
Letting /? = fiR and x = — = ----- 1 for r > R, we have
R R
/ , - « r  f /
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f i  = H2R2 = R 2( - - -
U  D
2.6 Computation of Integral One
The integral 7/ in equation (2.24) can be found using Fourier transforms. 
We use partial fraction decomposition to obtain
R
m - P i
r« 0\e  s/?2 cos(ySr) r« P\e xP cos(ySr)p p. {px , _ 
Jo A + A  Jco
dp
Note that we need only evaluate
1 = V --  / ° Sr ? X) Where 2  = A  or A
Then we have
7 =  —J” ^ C0SW ^  = 1  R e  
2 J-« p 1 +Q2 H 2
r°° e~sP~eiflx
L j r & v
The Fourier transforms are defined as
r [e"fl2t2] = (aV2)-‘e-#2/4u2, for a  > 0 
1
and T
r „ \ xn- e-«l4lzr
a
Therefore, we find
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 - P  e~ĝ e ipxdB  = - i . - e '* 1'4*
^ L e e dfj j r g e •
i.e. r(e~*f ,x) = F(.r)
1 r« \k  e-214
2 Q
i.e. r
J - + Q
->x = G(x) .
Defining T
f e-gf  N 
P 2 + Q2
as the convolution F*G, we have
/  =  —Re 
2
V ^ r r
- ! « • [ £







r  1 r -(x-/»;/4g 
L V 2 l  V 2
= i  j £  i l R er r e-(r- ^ e - G|̂ /? '
2 \ 2 j l £ Q  LJ-  
= _ 2 /f_  Re [ £  e-< *-P^*e-QPdp +\ \ - ^ - P ^ eQPdp
Examining the first term in the integral above, we note that
dp
J “  e - ( . t - / ? ) : / 4 S e - 2 / ? ^  _  J -  e -ll* x V .x -P )1+*S(QP\(i p
_  e - x 2H g e l x - 2 g Q ) z /4 g  r  e -U 4 g lP - .x + 2 g Q l-
Jo
= e- « Se<-2̂ » * 2 ^ \ : gQ_xe-’-ds .
From the definition of the complementary error function, i.e.,
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J" e - ^ ' ^ e ^ d p  = e-xZugeu-lsQ)1'As Erfc
In a similar manner,
se-QPdp  = Erfc
r 2 g Q - x '
2 Vi"
r 2gQ + x^  
2 ^ 8




e' xlnse(x-2gQ)Z“gf i % Erfc 
e' xZ“gelx+2gQ)Z/4g Erfc






~ * Q e
gQ- e~Qx Erfc 2 g Q - x
W s  .
+ ee' Erfc 2gQ + x
2 4 1  ,
Finally, it follows that
_ ^  
' " 4  ( f t - P i )
Pxeŝ \ e  PxXErfc f tgP i -














2.7 Computation of Integral Two
The integral l2 in equation (2.25) can be found using Fourier transforms in a similar 
method to the solution for //.
Using partial fractions as before,
/  —1 o2 o2
f t - f t
P e gpZ sin(/?x) r« Pe~gpL sin(/Sr)r ^ r  ™ \p x)d p ~ \  
p  +p ] J°0 f t +ft;
dp
Note that we need only evaluate
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1 [te. *p~ sin {fix)
Jo 0 1 + Q11 = J0 ni “l i r ''dP' where Q = /?, or f i2,
1  = 1  f  /  , g~ ^  sm{fix)dp = —Iml f  - , ^  , e ^ e ,pxdp  
2  Jo p- +Q1 ^  r  9 I J-~ /?2 4. /O2 H
The Fourier transforms are defined as
P +Q
and T
r[e"^] = (2 4J)'e~f  
P
lAg
f + Q 2
7t\ in ,-ew
Using the convolution theorem (as with the first integral), we have
/  = —Im 
2
= — t= [ e~(t^ )2/4sSg/i(^e_e|̂ /?
= ̂ L [ j T  e-u~P)llA*e-Qlldp - £  e - ^ P)1,AxeQPdf3 
= -̂ = \J Q -  e-u+p)1,AR )e*pdp
As in the analysis from Integral 1, we find
/ = —  e-**74* & Erfc
n  




2 g Q - x
v 24 s  /
- e xQErfc
— e l x + l g Q ) - / 4 g Erfc
r 2gQ + x '
2J g  ,
y
2 g2 + £
2 j g
So, Integral 2 can be expressed as
/ , =
nR2





— ep'x Erfc VFa +
-V
- e p-x Erfc ■j!Pi
2  4 i .
X
(2.30)
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2.8 Summary of Analytic Solution
Recall that the function u(x,t) is given by the equation
u(x, t ) = — G e (a  + H) [/, (/?, x, g) + HI, (J3, x, g)].
TV
where // and I2 are given by equations (2.29) and (2.30), respectively.
Ultimately we are interested in the non-dimensional solution for growth inhibitor 
concentration, given by




The following constants are given:
R = radius of tumor in cm 
y  = depletion rate in s' 1 (e.g., 2  x 1 0-3)
P = permeability constant in cm / sec (e.g., 10"4)
D = diffusion coefficient in cm2 / sec (e.g., 5 x 10"6)
X = production rate in tumor interior in sec' 1 (e.g., 0 .1)
and the following are determined relationships:








1 + (D a  /  P)(coth(aR) - 1  /  aR)
and the values for // and /? are given by equations (2.29) and (2.30) for t > 0.
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2.9 Verification of Results
Dt
We can verify the solution at t = 0 as follows: Recall that g = —- ,  so
R~
g -* 0 imples that t —> 0. By the definition of the complementary error function,
(
lim Erfc
s - o ■isP,-
x
2-Jg
and lim Erfc 
*-+o ■is Pi 2  4 s
=  0 .
This implies that for t = 0, the integrals 7/ and 7? reduce to
7, =  -p-,e~pA2(P]-PlV J (2.31)
7, = ---- - - \e-p'x -  .
- 2(/3\ — 0 \ )  J
(2.32)
Therefore, the solution reduces to





+H UP\-P\) — e
Which simplifies to
C(r,0) = —2/?Ge"“* a  +
i) -p\ — 0
[px-H R]e  U ' U >
The above result should correspond numerically to the initial value given by
C(r,0) = —e-ar. We compare the percentage of relative error of the numerical solution 
r
to the steady state solution, that is, we look at the relative error given by






As can be seen from Table 2-1, the solution compares favorably with the initial 
condition.
Table 2-1. Comparison of analytic concentration value with 
steady state solution.
r_______ Concentration Steady State_______Error
1.900E-01 3.667E+00 3.667E+00 1.210E-14
2.800E-01 4.110E-01 4.110E-01 1.350E-14
3.700E-01 5.150E-02 5.150E-02 1.080E-13
4.600E-01 6.840E-03 6.840E-03 1.270E-14
5.500E-01 9.460E-04 9.460E-04 3.440E-14
6.400E-01 1.340E-04 1.340E-04 2.020E-13
7.300E-01 1.950E-05 1.950E-05 1.740E-14
8.200E-01 2.870E-06 2.870E-06 4.430E-14
9.100E-01 4.270E-07 4.270E-07 3.600E-13
Constants: R = 0.1, P = 0.10E-04, D = 0.50E-05,
Lambda = 0.1, Gamma = 0.2E-02
In fact, upon further examination of C(r,0), when substituting 
/?, = ccR, and /?, = HR , it can be seen that
1 a  + HC(r, 0) = - 2  R G e '^ ------ ;----------—
r (a R )-- (H R )2
_  2G ^-oR-ajr-R) _  2 G ^_gr
-or(— l)
[aR-HR]e  U } -[H R -H R ]e  u  >
which corresponds analytically to the initial condition.
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2.10 Concentration as a Function of Time
Once the primary tumor is removed at t = 0, there is a steady decrease in the 
inhibitor concentration as a function of time for all fixed r (i.e. all fixed distances from 
the center of the primary), see Figure 2-2 for details.
For all values of r, the inhibitor decays to zero as t tends to infinity (recall that
g = ). Looking at the behavior as g tends to infinity in the definition of the
R~







which implies /, and / 2 are identically zero. Thus, C{r,t) =0  as t tends towards infinity.






0 100 200 500300 400
Time
Figure 2-2. Concentration of inhibitor C(/;.,f), for i = 1,2,3 
in the external domain.
2.11 Concentration as a Function of Distance
From Figure 2-3 it is apparent that the inhibitor concentration is higher towards the 
boundary of the primary tumor for all times. In a similar manner we could also say that 
the concentration of inhibitor is smaller for a metastasis which is further away from the 
primary tumor.









t, = 5020 R = 0.1 
P = 10-5 
D = 5 x 10" 
X=0.1  






Figure 2-3. Concentration of inhibitor C(r,ff), for i = 1,2,3, 
in the external domain.
2.12 The Relaxation Pulse
Note from Figure 2-4 that a pulse moves outward from the boundary of the tumor 
with decreasing amplitude over the time elapsed since “surgery.” To obtain a crude 
estimate of the speed at which such a pulse propagates, we compare Figure 2-4b, in 
which the maximum occurs approximately at r = 0.11 cm for t = 40 sec and Figure 2-4a, 
in which the maximum occurs at r = 0.1 cm for t = 0 sec. Therefore, the wave has an 
average outward propagation speed of 2.1 x 10-4 cm/ sec.
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4 1 =  120
Max for rC(r) = 0.11667
35
25
0  1750 125
lance
t = 0









R = 0.1. P s I O -5. D = 5 x  Iff6. }.=  0.1. y = 2 x 1 0 ' 3
Figure 2-4. Concentration of inhibitor times r for various 
values of r in the exterior domain.
We can verify this analytically in a non-rigorous fashion as follows: From equation
(2.1), the “dependent” variable rC(r,f) satisfies the equation
d1 y I d
(rC) - i ( r O = - - ( r O  
or D D ot
(2.33)
Unlike in the case of a reaction-diffusion equation, the problem does not yield a 
lower bound for the propagation speed, but we can still gain some useful information 
from (2.33). The fundamental solution or Green’s function for (2.33) corresponding to a 
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For a given r value, the maximum y-value will occur when 0(rC) / of = 0 (there 
being no minimum), from which it follows that (see [7,8])
£1 = 4  Dr +— . (2-35)
r  t
Clearly, the maximum moves radially outward in time with a speed 
asymptotically equal to 2-sjDy . In Figure 2-4, D = 5  x 1CT6 cm2 /  sec and 
y  = 2 x 10"3 cm /sec . The asymptotic lower bound, which is approximately 2 x 10"4, 
compares favorably with the estimate from Figure 2-4(a-d) found previously. The 
quantity that is being propagated, y = rC, has dimensions of molecules per unit area, so it 
is obviously a measure of surface concentration at different spatial locations.
2.13 Threshold Time
Assume some threshold value 0is known for fixed r, where if C(r,f) < 0, rapid
growth ensues. We can determine the time at which a metastasis at a distance r cm away 
from the center of the primary tumor will be free to grow; we call this the threshold time. 
For illustrative purposes, let x = 0.2 cm, R = 0.1 cm, and let 0=2.1. From Figure 2-5, it 
can be easily determined that the threshold time is given by t « 2 0 0  sec.
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r= 0.2 
R= 0 .1 
P = 1 x 10* 
D = 5 x 10' 
k = Q  .1 














Figure 2-5. Threshold time for given r, R, and 0.
2.14 Discussion
We have analyzed the space-time behavior of a “pulse” of growth inhibitor (or other 
substance produced by a tumor) when the source of inhibitor is removed, and the 
surrounding medium passively responds to surgery. It has proven possible to obtain 
closed form analytic solutions to the boundary/initial value problem, although they are 
very complicated in form. The equations are also solved analytically for C(r) at 
different fixed times after surgery and for C(t) at different fixed r-values.
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For the function rC (r) , it is possible to estimate from the graphs the speed of the 
relaxation pulse, which agrees very favorably with the asymptotic speed predicted from a 
study of the Green’s function for the problem.
An obvious extension of this problem is to include the effects of tissue 
inhomogeneity (see Section 3).
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SECTION 3 
POST-SURGICAL PASSIVE RESPONSE OF LOCAL 
ENVIRONMENT TO PRIMARY TUMOR REMOVAL II: 
HETEROGENEOUS MODEL
3.1 Introduction
An earlier mathematical model (Section 2) is further developed to describe the post- 
surgical response of the local environment to the removal of a spherical tumor in an 
infinite heterogeneous domain. The primary tumor is postulated to be a source of growth 
inhibitor prior to its removal at t = 0. Closed form analytic solutions are derived, and the 
resulting relaxation wave arriving from the disturbed (previously steady) state is studied. 
The model arises from clinical observations of growth inhibition in metastases, or 
secondary tumor sites.
In the previous section, we examined a simple model of the response of a uniform 
local environment to the removal of a primary tumor, particularly with regard to the 
passive effects on any metastatic sites that may be present. The investigation was 
motivated by the clinically observed phenomenon of metastatic inhibition by angiostatin, 
and angiogenesis inhibitor [2]. In this section we continue the study by allowing the 
primary tumor and its environment to possess different macroscopic properties (such as 
diffusion coefficient), thereby devising a piecewise constant medium in which the interior 
properties (“primary tumor”) are different from the exterior properties (“local 
environment”). The results of incorporating the simplest level of non-homogeneity into
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the model are studied. Most of the mathematical details are unchanged from Section 2, to 
which the reader is referred for more details.
Thus, as in Section 2, we investigate the features associated with an idealized 
“surgical procedure” representing the removal of a spherical tumor in an infinite 
heterogeneous domain. We discuss the resulting initial-value problem as the domain, 
now bounded internally by a sphere of radius R, responds to the evolution of the 
(previous) steady-state distribution of inhibitor released by the primary prior to its 
removal. We do not incorporate the effects of an angiogenic stimulator. The geometry is 
shown in Figure 3-1.
Figure 3-1. Basic geometry of the problem: A spherical 
tumor of radius R embedded in an infinite heterogeneous 
domain for t < 0, and removed at t = 0.
In what follows, C(r,f) is the growth inhibitor concentration outside the tumor 
boundary, and has independent variables t (time in sec) and r (distance from the center of
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the tumor to its metastasis in cm). Also, the following constants are given: a. depletion
rate; Dk, the coefficient of diffusion; and P, the coefficient of permeability between the 
tumor and its surroundings [Note k = I  (Internal), E  (External)]. We discuss the results 
for a heterogeneous environment.
Our ultimate concern is the description of C(r,r), valid for r > R. In light of [2] 
we posit that if the concentration C(r,f) falls below a critical value, then metastatic 
inhibition ceases, though that is not a necessary requirement for out purposes here.
We assume that prior to surgery at t  = 0, the source of inhibitor (the tumor) has 
been present for enough time that a steady state concentration C(r,0 ) has developed.
The steady-state solution for r > R is then the initial condition imposed on the boundary 
value problem at t — 0. The steady state solution is established in Section 3.3. Equating 
constants, i.e. y , = y  E and D, - D E, the solution matches the “interior” solution for r < R 
obtained by Shymko and Glass [5], and also reduces to the full solution obtained in 
Section 2 (see Section 3.3 for details).
3.2 Statement of the Problem
The time-dependent post-surgical “exterior” problem may be posed as follows:
(3.1)
r = R ,t>  0 (3.2)
t = 0, R < r  <co (3.3)
r
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where a \  — and G is the constant associated with the steady-state solution (see 
Dc
Section 3.3).
3.3 The Steady State Solution
The fundamental equation of interest is
—  = DkV 2C - y kC+AS(r) 
dt A L







r ,c  _ k=  for r  < R
i  f  2 dc} y Ec  _
dr
D, D, 
=  0 for r  > R
Therefore, if a 2k = , k = /  (Internal), E  (External)
Dk
d 2C 2dC  A.— -h a'.C =  for r< R
dr1 r dr ’ D,
d 2C 2 dC 2 _ _ ,— -—I---------- a FC = 0 for r> R
dr 2 r dr E
The solution is given as follows (see Section 2 for details)
C(r) =
A  ■ u A—smhoT/rn  r< R
r Y\
r> R
Using the boundary conditions
continuity of C at r = R
D ,— +PC = 0 
' dr
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the constants are found to be given by
—AR l/sinh(a,/?)
Yi { , D,a,
G = Re a r R
cotha,i? —
r a  A 1
—sinh(a,i?)H-----
R Y t )
a ,R
Note, for D, = DE = D and y , = y  E = y , the above reduces to
A ——AR 1/sinh (aR)
y Da (  1 ^' 1 h----- coth aR ---------
P I  ccR
G = Re aR A . , „ A—smha/?H—
R y j
which is equivalent to the solution given by the homogeneous model in Section 2.
3.4 Derivation of Solution
Proceeding in the same manner as Section 2, we eliminate the depletion term and
transform to Cartesian coordinates by letting C(r,r) = —u(x(r),t)e~YE' for x = r - R .
r
Equations (3.11) through (3.6) become:
d2u _  1 du 
dx2 De dt
0<x<co, t >0 (3.5)
du. r
De — +E dx
DcP -^JL  
V R
u = 0  x = 0 , t > 0 (3-6)
u{x, 0) = Ge-aEix*R) 0 < x < oo, r = 0 (3.7)
We introduce the integral transform pair
u(x, t ) = x)u {[3, t)dp (3.8)
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(3-9)
to the “infinite slab” type system represented by equations (3.5) - (3.9). The kernel is 
given by the equation [6 ]
K(J3,x)=.
12 /?cos(/?x)+sin(fix) 
*  4f32+ H 2
which is the normalized solution of the system




— HY = 0




for {3 e [0 ,°o) an d // = - -----—
^  R Dc
From equations (3.5) and (3.9), we find that
r  K if i,x )^ rd x  =  Dc~‘ f  K (fi,x)^-dx = D *  t)
5x‘ Jo dt dt
(3.12)
the left hand side of which becomes
K *
dx - L0 dx dx
dx = ' 5 m </ATAT M-------
Sx <ix
+
r  d 2K , u— T-dx Jo Wr­
it is reasonable to assume that limM(x) = 0 and limM'(*) = 0. These conditions imply
that du dKK  m -------
dx dx
= 0 - a:(0)u'(0 )+ m(0)a:'(0)
From equation (3.6), m '( 0 )  = Hu{0). Also, using equation (3.11) we can easily
verify that
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t 2 rr
r  u ^ - d x  = - B 1 FuKdx = —J32DEu(j3,t).
J0 dx Jo
Using the above information, equation (3.12) becomes
d̂ ^ —  = -j32DEu(/3,t), whence u(j3,t) = u(P,0)e~D̂ ' .  (3.13)
dt
Note that from equations (3.8) and (3.7),
u(J3,0) = J" K(P, £)k(£0 )</# = J* K(J3, £) M(£)d£ = M(P),
where M (£) = (£+ R)Ge~a^ x+R).
Finally, using iT(/?,0) = M(P) in equation (3.13), and from equation (3.8),
u{x, t ) = J" M { P )e D*pZ' K(fi, x )d p . (3.14)
Using the definition of K{p,g) and equation (3.7) in M (p) = j  K(P,^)u(^,0)d^, we find 
that
M(P)  = G e a*R e-a** ^ COs(̂  + (3 .i5)
V ^Jo j p 2+ H 2
Note that the above integral is given by the equation
( 3 1 6 )
t]P2+ H 2 a E-+ p -  
where G is the constant associated with the steady state solution, given by
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1 + A**/ co th a ,/? -
a ,R
Using equation (3.16) for M in equation (3.14) the solution reduces to
u(x,t) = - G e - a*R{aE + # ) ( / ,  + tf/,),
K
t ,o  ^  r° P~e cos(/Sr) JOwhere /,(/?, x, t) = £  — 5------- - ^/7
(f3 +ccE )(0- + H-)
, , a sin(/?x) J/3L-,{p,x,t) = L —  ------- -̂--- -------—ap -
Jo (j32 + a E- X f  + H 2) H
Therefore, we have the solution given by
C(jc, 0  = G e a£R (cce +H) [/, (£,*, 0  + A- / 2( A  0]





3.5 Computation of Integrals
The integrals // and I2 in equations (3.19) and (3.20), respectively, can be found 
using partial fraction decomposition, Fourier transforms and the convolution theorem. 
The analysis follows directly from Section 2.
The integrals are given by
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K
II 4{H2- a \ )





E l  J \
- a EeED*,aii
e-a*xErfc ■\J Dgtcc g
+ea£XErfc V DEt a  E +
x















■yj D EtCC E
X
2 VS
t/ DEtcc E +
 ̂ oo ■*
where £//c(y) = -^=  f e”'Vr represents the complementary error function. 
V ;r -v
3.6 Summary of Analytic Solution
Combining like terms in the sum / . + / / / , ,  we find
1,+HE =
7C
4 ( H2- a E)
2HeH(DE,H+x) Erfc J D ^ H -
X
2  V DEt
H H - a E)eaE(DE,aE-x)Erfc\ j D ^ i a E-
r
2  yfD,
- ( H + a E)eaElDE,aE*x)Erfc DEtcc t +
2  y[D~E t
(3.21)
(3.22)
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Therefore from equation (3.18) we have an analytic solution given by
Ultimately we are interested in the solution for concentration of inhibitor, i.e.
R = radius of tumor in cm (e.g. 10'1) 
y  E = external depletion rate in s' 1 (e.g. 2 x 1CT3)
Yr = internal depletion rate in s' 1 (e.g. 10"2)
P = permeability constant in cm / sec (e.g. 10'5)
De = external diffusion coefficient in cm2 / sec (e.g. 5 x 1CT6) 
De = internal diffusion coefficient in cm2 / sec (e.g. 3 x 10-4) 
2. = production of interior concentration in s' 1 (e.g. 10 ' 1)
a E ( D Er a E - x ) X
- (H  + a E)eae(D*taE+x)Erfc JP^tccE + ^ 
C(x,t) x  + R
u(x,t)
The following constants are given
and the following are determined relationships
k = I  (Internal), E (External)
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3.7 Verification of Results
We can verify the solution at t = 0 as follows: Note by the definition of the
complimentary error function, lim Erfc
'n ~ f- I t,





reducing our equations to
u(x,0) =Ge-a*lx+R) 
Gand C(x,0) = - a E i x + R )
x+ R
The solution for t = 0 corresponds analytically to the steady state solution; for 
numerical comparison, see Table 3-1. Again, we compare the percentage of relative error 
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Table 3-1. Comparison of analytic concentration value with 
steady state solution for the heterogeneous case.
r__________Concentration Steady State_________Error
1.1 IE-01 1.77E-02 1.77E-02 5.87E-16
2.22E-01 1.03E-05 1.03E-05 2.30E-15
3.33E-01 6.80E-09 6.80E-09 1.22E-15
4.44E-01 4.80E-12 4.80E-12 2.36E-15
5.56E-01 3.54E-15 3.54E-15 2.45E-15
6.67E-01 2.68E-18 2.68E-18 2.58E-15
7.78E-01 2.08E-21 2.08E-21 2.35E-15
8.89E-01 1.64E-24 1.64E-24 2.58E-15
1.00E+00 1.31 E-27 1.31 E-27 4.80E-15
Constants: R = 0.1, P = 0.10E-04, D J = 0.50E-05, D_E = 0.50E-04,
Lmda = 0.1, G m aJ = 0.2E-02, Gma_E = 0.2E-01
3.8 Results as a Three Dimensional Plot
We clearly see from Figure 3-2 the concentration decreases as a function of both 
time and distance from the original tumor site, as to be expected.






















Figure 3-2. Concentration for t (time in sec) and x  (distance 
from boundary of tumor in cm).
3.9 Analysis of Heterogeneity
We can compare the results from the heterogeneous model directly with the
results from the homogeneous model found in Section 2. The homogeneous case is
represented in Figure 3-3.
For illustration purposes, we will fix R = 0.1 cm, A = 0.1 sec'1, P = 10' 5 cm/sec.
We also fix the interior diffusion and depletion terms, i.e., D, =5x10  6 cm2 / sec and
y, =2x10  3 sec' 1 [Note that y, ID, = 2 /5 x l0 3 cm'2].
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^ 1 — — * - - - i  - i  i r ~ i
5 3  7 8  102  127  151 178  200 225  250  2 74  295 3 23  34 8 3 7 2  39 7
Figure 3-3. Contour plot of C (x,t) with corresponding 
fixed values of t and x  for the homogeneous case.
Note that the only constants associated with heterogeneity are //, y& Du and De . 
For illustrative purposes, the only parameters varying are /£ and D e ,  external depletion 
and diffusion constants.














D= = 5 x 10'5 
7e = 2 x10
' ' v . ' v  ’
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
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Figure 3-4. Contour plot of C(x,t) with corresponding 
fixed values of t and x  for the first heterogeneous case.
As seen in Figure 3-4, y E = 2 x 10 2 sec’1 and DE = 5 x 10-5 cm2 /  sec, therefore 
y E/ D E = 2 /5 x 1 03 cm’2. In this case, the incorporation of heterogeneity seems to have 
little effect on the shape of the concentration as a function of distance. Also, there is a 
sharper decrease in the concentration as a function of time. There is a decrease in 
amplitude as a function of distance, but not a noticeable difference as a function of time. 
It is important to note that for Figure 3-4, the ratio of y/D is unchanged; that is, ye/De is 
equivalent to yt/Di.
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DE = 5x 10, 
7E = 2 x 10
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04











Figure 3-5. Contour plot of C(x, t ) with corresponding 
fixed values of t and x  for the second heterogeneous case.
In Figure 3-5, we have DE = 5 x 10~* and ^ £ = 2 x 10"2. Hence there is a decrease 
in the comparison of y , /  D, = 2 15 x 103 cm'2 to y  E / DE = 2  /  5 x 102 cm'2. Notice the 
change in the shape of the contour. Note also that increasing the ratio of yfD produces a 
greater amplification in the x  and f-directions.
To get a more accurate representation, Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 compare 
concentrations using different ratios of as functions of time and distance, 
respectively.










------------  ye/DE = 2/5 x  103 (Homogeneous)
—  —  ye /D E = 2/5 x  103 (Hetg. 1)
................  ye/DE = 2/5 x 102(Hetg. 2)
--------------------- yE/ P E = 2/5 x 10' (Hetg. 3)
Figure 3-6. Concentration as a function of time for different 
ratios of heterogeneity.
For t = 0, the concentration is given by the equation C{x,t) = ------- e~'//£/£’£(‘r+R)
x+ R
As can be seen in Figure 3-6, the concentrations for the homogeneous case and the
heterogeneous 1 case match for t = 0. Also, the largest concentration for t = 0
corresponds to the heterogeneous 3 case, in which the ratio of y^D e is largest. It is also
interesting to note that the most gradual decrease in concentration occurs for the
homogeneous case, and the sharpest decrease occurs for the heterogeneous 2  case
= 2x10 -2 andDE = 5xl(T4).










--------------- 7e/DE = 2/5 x 103 (Homogeneous)
—  —  7 e/De = 2/5 x103 (Hetg. 1)
.................  7 E/DE = 2/5 x 102 (Hetg. 2)
-------------- Ye/De = 2/5x 10' (Hetg. 3)
Figure 3-7. Concentration as a function of distance for 
different ratios of heterogeneity.
It can be observed from Figure 3-7 that on the tumor boundary (i.e. x  = 0) for 
t 0 , (i.e., in this example, t = 2 ) the largest value of concentration occurs in the 
homogeneous case. Also note the strong correlation between the homogeneous case, and 
the heterogeneous 1 case, in which the ratio of ŷ D e is equivalent. There is a strong 
correlation between heterogeneous cases 2 and 3, which is a result of the fact that 
De = 5 x 1CT1 for both plots.
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3.10 The Relaxation Pulse
A pulse-like behavior in the equation (,v + R) -C(x,r) can be observed from Figure 
3-8. The pulse moves slowly outward with decreasing amplitude away from the 
boundary of the tumor. To obtain a crude estimate of the speed at which such a pulse 
propagates, we compare the values in Figure 3-8, in which the maximum occurs 
approximately at x  = 0.0 cm for t = 0 sec and x  = 0.171 cm for t = 60 sec. Therefore, the 
wave has an average outward propagation speed of 2.1 x 10”4 cm /  se c .
We can verify this analytically in a non-rigorous fashion (See Section 2), in which 
the maximum is found to move radially outward in time with a speed asymptotically 
equal to 2^jDE y E . In Figure 3-8, DE = 5 x 10"6 cm2 / sec and y  E = 2 x 10~3 cm/ sec.
The asymptotic lower bound, which is approximately 2 x 1CT*, which compares favorably 
with the estimate from Figure 3-8 found previously.
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t = 60.0t = 30.0
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Figure 3-8. Plots of (x + /?) -C(.r,t) for fixed values of t 
(i.e. t = 0, 30 and 60 sec).
3.11 Threshold Time
Assume some threshold value rj is known for fixed x, where if C(x,t) < rj, rapid
growth ensues. We can determine the time at which a metastasis at a distance x cm away 
from the tumor boundary will be free to grow; we call this the threshold time. For 
illustrative purposes, let x  = 1 cm, R = 0.1 cm, and 77 = 0.004. From Figure 3-9, it can be 
easily determined that the threshold time is given by t ~ 145 sec.
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R = .1, P =  10'°
D1 = 5 x 1 0‘6, D2 = 5 x 10' 












145o 100 200 300
Time
Figure 3-9. Threshold time for given x, R, and 77.
3.12 Discussion
We have analyzed the space-time behavior of a “pulse” of growth inhibitor (or other 
substance produced by a tumor) when the source of inhibitor is removed, and the 
surrounding medium passively responds to surgery. It has proven possible to obtain 
closed form analytic solutions to the boundary/initial value problem, though they are very 
complicated in form. A way to determine threshold value has also been observed, which 
may eventually provide useful information to the clinical and oncological community.
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A linear model of this kind has limitations in describing, for example, the 
interaction between inhibitor and activator produced by the tumor. Our primary interest 
here has been the effect of the environment on the distribution of inhibitor subsequent to 
“surgery.” A more general analysis for a homogeneous medium would involve, in 
particular, a study of systems like
^ _  = V-[D,.(C;) VCf] -K Q ) C / +f;.(Cl,CI) + AS(r;Ci)
ot
where i = 1 ,2  for inhibitor and activator, respectively.
Since in reality the biological properties of the medium are (of course) continuous 
in a continuum model, another approach would be to examine the non-interactive 
heterogeneous model
= V[D(r) V C ] - r (r)C + AS( r)
dt
for at least continuous y(r) and S(r) and differentiable D(r ) , with these quantities 
changing most rapidly across the “boundary” of the tumor.
Recall we are not incorporating the effects of an angiogenic stimulator in our 
analysis, further study could include such a source term. For example, one could easily 
extend the study to include a stimulator represented by ju/C inside the tumor boundary. 
Equation (3.1) would remain unchanged for R < r < o o , but would be incorporated in the 
region 0 < r < R , resulting in a change in the initial condition represented by equation
(3.3) found in the steady-state analysis.
The present model has the theoretical convenience of a closed-form analytic 
expression and the relative ease of computation. It will be useful, it is hoped, for
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comparison with the results of studies suggested above, as a uniform or piecewise 
uniform “template.”
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SECTION 4 
IMMERSION OF A SPHERICAL TUMOR INTO A NUTRIENT 
BATH OF OXYGEN OR GLUCOSE
4.1 Introduction
Many investigations of cells in vitro and in experimental tumors in vivo have 
indicated that oxygen plays a decisive role in the control of the metabolism and the 
viability of cancer cells [8 ]. As a result, oxygen is of key importance in the growth and 
development of tumors. Under certain conditions, the presence of oxygen in multicellular 
tumor spheroids can be a determinant for the development of necrosis; furthermore, its 
absence can be the reason for cell disintegration [8 ].
Oxygen also plays a role in tumor response to radiation or chemotherapy [9]. There 
is a two to three fold increase in the radiation dosage required to obtain the degree of 
destruction for cells in the total absence of oxygen in comparison with oxygenated cells 
[3]. The effect of oxygen concentration allows the use of smaller radiation doses to 
achieve the desired percentage of destruction of cancerous cells with minimal damage to 
surrounding healthy cells [3].
Another nutrient, glucose, also plays a critical role in the control of cellular viability 
and the development of necrosis [8 ]. Under certain conditions, spheroids cultured in 
spinner flasks had an increased dependence on glucose as compared to oxygen [8 ]. A 
decrease of glucose in a culture medium induces a decrease of oxygen tension in some 
types of spheroids [8 ].
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As a result of the role of such nutrients in the development (or destruction) of tumor 
cells, we investigate the features associated with the absorption of such a nutrient into a 
solid tumor. A further model examines the behavior of a tumor with a necrotic core (See 
Section 5).
We assume prior to immersion, the tumor has an initial steady distribution of 
nutrient. The tumor is then immersed in a nutrient bath at time t = 0. The concentration 
of nutrient in the bath is then free to flow across the boundary, penetrating the interior of 
the tumor.
In what follows, C(r,r) is the nutrient concentration for r < b, y is a depletion rate,
D is the coefficient of diffusion, and P is a coefficient of permeability (between the tumor 
and its surroundings). In this section, y, D, and P are all constants. Our ultimate concern 
is the description of C(r, t) at any given location inside the tumor wall. In particular, for 
r = r* < b , t  = t*> 0, we wish to describe / ( r )  = C(r*,f) and g(r) = C(r,r*). We posit 
that if the concentration C(r,r) rises above a critical value, say ij, we can determine a 
time to induce radiation. Similarly, if the concentration of nutrient C(r,r) falls below a 
critical value, say 0, we can determine when necrosis or tumor development ceases. We 
investigate f ( t )  and g(r) for various values of t and r. The geometry of the problem can 
be seen in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1. Geometry of the problem: A spherical tumor of 
radius b with initial concentration Co is immersed in a 
nutrient bath of concentration Cb at time t = 0 .
Several different models will be investigated, beginning with the most simplistic. 
Analytic solutions are derived for each in the form of infinite sums. We find suitable 
stopping criteria to generate results, and finally compare the solutions.
4.2 No Depletion: Introduction
First, for simplification purposes, we assume there is no interior depletion of 
concentration of nutrient. Further, there is a steady supply of concentration, Cb, on the 
boundary, and the tumor has an initial interior concentration of Co (nonzero).
4.3 No Depletion: Statement of the Problem
The time dependent problem may be posed as follows:
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—  =DV2C 0 <r<b, t>  0 (4.1)
dt
C(b,t) = CB r = b, t>  0 (4.3)
C(0,r)<°o r = 0, t> 0  (4.4)
C(r,0) = C0 0 <r<b, t>  0 (4.5)
1 d fwhere V2C = — r 2 —  represents the Laplacian in spherical coordinates. Equation
r  dr dr
(4.3) represents the boundary condition, where the constant Cb is prescribed on the tumor 
wall at r = b. Equation (4.5) represents the initial interior distribution of concentration.
4.4 No Depletion: Derivation of Solution
First we make the change of variables, «(r,/) = rC (r ,f ) , which transforms
equations (4.1) - (4.5) to the Cartesian coordinate system given by
1 du d2u , „
— —  = —r  0 <r<b, t>  0 (4.6)
D ot dr~
u(b,t)=bCB r = b, t>  0 (4.7)
u(0,r) = 0 r = 0, r> 0  (4.8)
it(r,0) = rCQ 0 <r<b, t>  0 . (4.9)
We introduce the integral transform pair
« (r,0  = 2 ^ m,r)«(/?m,0  (4.10)
m=1
u(/3m,t) = j*K(j3m,r)u(r,t)dr (4.11)
where K(fim, r) satisfies the system given by
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f l (0)=0  
R(b) = 0.
In fact, the normalized kernel K  is easily found to be
54
(4-12)
where the roots are given by j3m= m n t b .
Multiplying equation (4.6) by K  and integrating, we find 
r* „  1 du , r*[ K — — dr = f K ^ d r  









h fbdlK  w + — z-udrJo r f r -d r  
cbd2Ka*  ✓ r \ , , ,  f a  A.= — — (fe)M(̂ ) + I —p ru d r  dr Jo dr~
= cos(M  -PiffCudr
[Note that the above simplifications arise from K{b) = K(0) = 0 , and «(0) = 0 ].
The above result, along with equation (4.11), leads us to the following ordinary 
differential equation for u(/3,t)
d'+f32mD u = -  - ( - i r b C BPmD.  
V b
(4.13)




Using equations (4.9) and (4.12) in the definition of u(/3m, t ) , we find
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u(/3m,0) = joK(j3m,r)u(r,0)dr
= \ ^ s i n ( P mr)rC0Jr
2 ( - l )mCJb
n  p m
Substituting t = 0 into equation (4.14) and equating with the above result, we find
b£g__Qb
Pm Pm
Therefore, our solution for u(r,t) is given by the infinite sum
“( / * , o = - £ ( - i r
& m=l
' b e .  c y




Ultimately, we are interested in the equation representing the concentration, given by
C(r,t) = - Z ^ - [ ( C s - Q K '4”' -C „ ]s to (A ,r) . (4.15)
m=1 Pm
[Note that the solution is not valid for r = 0 and r = b].
4.5 No Depletion: Stopping Criteria
It is important to find sufficient stopping criteria when generating results in an 
infinite sum. This is accomplished by computing the relative error in truncating the sum 
at a particular value of N.
For example, for particular values of t and r we compute
C(r, / ) = -  £  [(c , -  C„ I*’* *  -  C„ 1 sin(0 , r ) .
f  m=l Pm
Then we compute the error by computing the next 20 terms, i.e.
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<2 W+20 / i \ tn _ 7 -
Error(r,t )=— — — [(Cs - C Q)e~^D' - cJsin (/?mr)
r  mt£+1 /?m L J




The above error is then compared with sufficient stopping criteria. From Table 4-1, it
can be seen we used stopping criterion of 1%, and 0.5%.
In the routine, if the stopping criterion is NOT met, we set
C(r,/) = C(r,r) + Error(r,t)
N = N + 20
and re-compute Error(r,t) .  The process of finding the Relative Error and comparing 
with the stopping criteria is reiterated until success is achieved.
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Table 4-1. Numerical Results for the No Depletion problem 
for fixed values of t and r.
Maximum N Relative
t_________ r_______ Stop Criteria________ in Sum_________Error (in %)_____ Concentration
0 2.5 E-1 1% Rel. Error 100 9.6177E-01 3.0158E-09
0 5.0 E-1 1% Rel. Error 100 1.0676E-01 2.9809E-09
0 0.75 E-1 1% Rel. Error 200 9.8301 E-01 2.9846E-09
250 2.5 E-1 1% Rel. Error 220 9.4302E-01 1.4617E-05
250 5.0 E-1 1% Rel. Error 100 1.7030E-01 1.8687E-05
250 0.75 E-1 1% Rel. Error 260 9.1995E-01 2.4783E-05
500 2.5 E-1 1% Rel. Error 120 9.6820E-01 2.5290E-05
500 5.0 E-1 1% Rel. Error 100 1.1977E-01 2.6570E-05
500 0.75 E-1 1% Rel. Error 220 9.3590E-01 2.8612E-05
0 2.5 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 220 4.5837E-01 3.0072E-09
0 5.0 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 100 1.0676E-01 2.9809E-09
0 0.75 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 420 4.7566E-01 3.0073E-09
250 2.5 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 440 4.8490E-01 1.4509E-05
250 5.0 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 100 1.7030E-01 1.8687E-05
250 0.75 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 500 4.8769E-01 2.4727E-05
500 2.5 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 240 5.0000E-01 2.5355E-05
500 5.0 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 100 1.1977E-01 2.6570E-05
500 0.75 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 440 4.8123E-01 2.8403E-05
CONSTANTS: b = 1.0, C_B = 0.30E-04, C_0 = 0.30E-08, D = 0.5E-03, Gma = 0.10E-02
For the problem at hand, a relative error of 1% produces accurate results. Recall 
the concentration at time t = 0 is given by C(r,0) = C0 = 3 x 1CT9, which corresponds 
favorably to the values for concentration for t = 0 in Table 4-1.
It is also important to note that it does not take significantly more iterations of N  
to increase the accuracy in the results. For example, from Table 4-1 for t =  250 sec and r 
= 0.75 cm, we achieve 1% accuracy in 260 iterations, and 0.5% accuracy in only 500 
iterations. The P.C. computation time for such an increase in accuracy is minimal.
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4.6 Zero Initial Concentration: Introduction
Secondly, we assume a steady supply of concentration on the tumor boundary with 
an initial concentration of zero. We assume the presence of a depletion term, which is 
constant.
4.7 Zero Initial Concentration: Statement of the Problem
The time dependent problem can be posed as follows
-  = DV2C - y C  
dt
C(bj) = CB 
C(0,t) < 0 0  
C(r,0) = 0
0<r<b, t>  0 (4.16)
r = b, t>  0 (4.17)
r = 0 , r > 0 (4.18)
0 <r<b, t = 0 (4.19)
1 F)
where V2C = —----
r~ dr
r
\  dr j
represents the Laplacian in spherical coordinates. Equation
(4.17) represents the boundary condition, where the constant Cb is prescribed on the 
tumor wall at r = b. Equation (4.19) represents the initial concentration; here we assume 
the tumor has initial concentration of zero.
4.8 Zero Initial Concentration: Derivation of Solution
First, we eliminate the depletion term by letting C{r,t) = T(r, r) e~n , which 
transforms equations (4.16) - (4.19) to the following system:
1 dT 1 d (  , dT^
0  <r<b, t>  0
D dt r2 dr 
T(b,t) = CBer' r = b, t>  0
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T(0,t) = C(0,t)e* r = 0, t>  0
T(r, 0 ) = 0  0 < r < b , t > 0 .
Then we make the change of variables to Cartesian coordinates by allowing
T(r,f) = — u(x, t) , where x = r. Thus, we need to solve the system given by 
r
1 du d2u
0 < x< b ,  t > 0
D dt dx1 
u{b,t) ^bCge* x  = b, t>  0
«(0 , t) = 0  x = 0 , t >0
u(x,0 ) = 0  0 < x < b ,  f > 0 .
We now introduce the transform pair
u(x,t) = YdK(Pm,x)u{pmtt)
m=I
“ (/̂ m ’ 0  = ,X)u(X,t)dX.
The normalized kernel of which can easily be found to be
K(0m’X) = J j s m 0 mx
for Pm=m7t / b . Note that K(/3m,x) solves the system
R " + f mR = 0
R(0) = 0 
R(b) = 0 .
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— f K ( p , x ) — dx = f K{f5 ,x)^-^-dx  D J > g t  Jo
= *(/?., * ) |^ | -j;■b dK du0 dx dx dx






f0 u A. ,— r-iidx 
J° dx'
= - — (J3m,b)u(b,t) -  £  /32mK(fJn,x)u(x,t)dx
= cos(PJ>)bCBe? - p zmf K { p m,x)ii{xj)dx
[Note the simplifications arise from the definition of K(f3m, x ) , and the fact that 
u(0,t) = 0  by equation (4.22)] .
Therefore, we have the following ordinary differential equation for IT(j3m,t) 
u , + D0Lmu = A e?
where A = PmbCB cos( / ? »  D .
This results in the solution given by
Ti{pm,t)=a,e-D!*
y  + DP\
By substituting equation (4.23) into equation (4.25), and equating with the above result 
when t = 0 , we find
-A
a, =
r + D f i
Therefore, u (Pm, t) is given by
r + D P m K 1
We have the solution to u given by the infinite sum
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u(x,0 = 2DC, £  - e ' ^ A s m i P . x ) .
m= 1 X  +  VPm
Ultimately, we are interested in the solution for the concentration, given by
C(r, r) = X  (•T0* -*  - 1) sin(/J.r) (4.26)
[Note that the solution is not valid for r = 0 and r = b] .
4.9 Zero Initial Concentration: Stopping Criteria
Again, it is of importance to find sufficient stopping criteria when generating results 
in an infinite sum. We use the same method as outlined in Section 4.5.
Table 4-2. Numerical results for the No Initial 
Concentration problem for fixed values of t and r.




Error (in %) Concentratioi
0 2.5 E-1 1% Rel. Error 100 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
0 5.0 E-1 1% Rel. Error 100 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
0 0.75 E-1 1% Rel. Error 100 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
250 2.5 E-1 1% Rel. Error 260 9.4173E-01 1.2462E-05
250 5.0 E-1 1% Rel. Error 100 1.9398E-01 1.6404E-05
250 0.75 E-1 1% Rel. Error 260 9.9439E-01 2.2928E-05
500 2.5 E-1 1% Rel. Error 160 9.3500E-01 1.9977E-05
500 5.0 E-1 1% Rel. Error 100 1.4482E-01 2.1974E-05
500 0.75 E-1 1% Rel. Error 240 9.7060E-01 2.5375E-05
0 2.5 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 100 0.0000E+00 O.OOOOE+OO
0 5.0 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 100 O.OOOOE+OO 0.0000E+00
0 0.75 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 100 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
250 2.5 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 500 4.9925E-01 1.2433E-05
250 5.0 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 100 1.9398E-01 1.6404E-05
250 0.75 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 540 4.8897E-01 2.2867E-05
500 2.5 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 320 4.7926E-01 2.0026E-05
500 5.0 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 100 1.4482E-01 2.1974E-05
500 0.75 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 480 4.9339E-01 2.5439E-05
CONSTANTS: b = 1.0, C_B = 0.30E-04, C_0 = 0.30E-08. D = 0.5E-03, Gma = 0.10E-02
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The results in Table 4-2 obtained for t = 0 for both 1% and 0.5% relative error 
correspond exactly to the initial concentration given by C(r,0) = 0 .
Overall, this is the most appropriate way to stop the iterations without loosing 
accuracy. Upon examination of the terms in the sum, it was noticed that they changed in 
sign and relative size. In some cases the size of every 3rd or 4th term was of 0(IO-24) , 
when the terms before and after were taken to be of 0(1O~7) . Therefore, taking the 
relative error between successive terms would have been unsuccessful.
4.10 Depletion and Initial Concentration: Introduction
Thirdly, we assume a steady supply of concentration on the boundary with a 
nonzero initial concentration of Co. Again, a depletion term is present.
4.11 Depletion and Initial Concentration: Statement of the Problem
The time dependent problem can be posed as follows
S  = D V 'C - y C
dt
C(b,t) = CB 
C(0,t) <co 
C(r ,0) = C0 
1 5 Cwhere V2C = — r 2   represents the Laplacian in spherical coordinates. Equation
r~ dry  dr J
(4.28) represents the boundary condition, where a constant concentration Cb is given at 
the tumor wall. Equation (4.30) represents the initial condition.
0  < r< b,  t>  0 (4.27)
oA<51! (4.28)
r = 0 , t > 0 (4.29)
0 < r< b ,  t = 0 (4.30)
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4.12 Depletion and Initial Concentration: Derivation of Solution
Again, we eliminate the depletion term and change to Cartesian coordinates by the
transformation C(r,f) = —e'^uix,t) , where x  — r. In doing so, equations (4.27) - (4.30)
r
become
1 du _ dzu 
D dt dx2
u(b,t) =bCBer'
«(0 ,r) = 0
u(x,0) = C0x 
We introduce the integral transform pair
0 < x < b , t > 0
x  = b, t>  0









where K(j3m,r ) satisfies the system given by
R"+/3mR = 0 
R{ 0) = 0 
Rib) = 0
In fact, the normalized kernel is easily found to be
K(j3m,r) = J j s i n ^ mr (4.37)
where the roots are given by /3m= m n / b .
Multiplying equation (4.31) by K  and integrating, we find
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- i f
Z>Jo 5f Jo 5x-
b r* dK du 
-------- a














[Note the simplification arises from the definition of K  and the fact that u(0,t) = 0 ]. 
Therefore, we have the following ordinary differential equation for u(Pm,t)
u' + D/32mu = Ae* (4.38)
where A = - y\—PmbCBDcos(Pmb) .
Equation (4.38) has the solution
^ P md)  = axe~D̂ '  +- - e * .
r+D/32m
Setting t = 0 in equation (4.36), substituting u(.r,0) = C0x , and equating with 




j + d p i  p mJ
Therefore, w(x,f) is given by the infinite sum




Pm^B^ Q -Dfllt Pm^B^
7 ^  Dp2m P m J r  + o p l
sin(Pmx)
Ultimately, we are interested in the equation for the concentration, given by
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r m=i
Y P.C .D C„ 1g-Dflit-p PmCBD '
\ /  + DPl Pm) r+DPi_
sin(y6mr) , (4.40)
where fim —r n n lb .
[Note that the solution is not valid for r = 0 and r = b].
4.13 Depletion and Initial Concentration: Stopping Criteria
Again, it is of importance to find sufficient stopping criteria when generating results 
in an infinite sum. We use the same method as outlined in Section 4.5.
Table 4-3. Numerical results for the Depletion and Initial 
Concentration problem for fixed values of t and r.




Error (in %) Concentration
0 2.5 E-1 1% Rel. Error 100 9.6177E-01 3.0158E-09
0 5.0 E-1 1% Rel. Error 100 1.0676E-01 2.9809E-09
0 0.75 E-1 1% Rel. Error 200 9.8301 E-01 2.9846E-09
250 2.5 E-1 1% Rel. Error 260 9.4164E-01 1.2463E-05
250 5.0 E-1 1% Rel. Error 100 1.9397E-01 1.6405E-05
250 0.75 E-1 1% Rel. Error 260 9.9438E-01 2.2929E-05
500 2.5 E-1 1% Rel. Error 160 9.3498E-01 1.9977E-05
500 5.0 E-1 1% Rel. Error 100 1.4481 E-01 2.1974E-05
500 0.75 E-1 1% Rel. Error 240 9.7060E-01 2.5375E-05
0 2.5 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 220 4.5837E-01 3.0072E-09
0 5.0 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 100 1.0676E-01 2.9809E-09
0 0.75 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 420 4.7566E-01 3.0073E-09
250 2.5 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 500 4.9920E-01 1.2434E-05
250 5.0 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 100 1.9397E-01 1.6405E-05
250 0.75 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 540 4.8897E-01 2.2867E-05
500 2.5 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 320 4.7926E-01 2.0026E-05
500 5.0 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 100 1.4481 E-01 2.1974E-05
500 0.75 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 480 4.9339E-01 2.5439E-05
CONSTANTS: b = 1.0, C_B = 0.30E-04, C_0 = 0.30E-08, D = 0.5E-03, Gma = 0.10E-02
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It can be seen from Table 4-3 that the sum converges for all values of t and r. The 
results obtained in Table 4-3 for t = 0 for both 1% and 0.5% relative error correspond to 
the initial concentration given by C(r,0) = C0 = 3 x 10'9 .
4.14 Initial Distribution/(r): Introduction
We model a problem that has an initial distribution given by f{r). This would be the 
equivalent to submerging a tumor that has already been exposed to nutrient (and achieved 
steady-state distribution) into a nutrient bath containing a higher level of concentration. 
Equivalently, it could model adding a steady concentration of nutrient to the tissue 
surrounding a tumor.
Here, we use the initial distribution functions given by the equations
Note that 0) = C0, andf t{b) = CT for i = 1,2 and 3.
4.15 Initial Distribution/(r): Statement of the Problem
The time dependent problem can be posed as follows
0  <r<b, t>  0 (4.41)
CQ>,t) = CB r = b, t> 0 (4.42)
C(0,r) <co r = 0 , r > 0 (4.43)
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C(r,0) = f.(r)  0 < r < b, t = 0 (4.44)
1 d fwhere V 2C = — r 2 —  represents the Laplacian in spherical coordinates. Equation
r~ d r \  dr J
(4.42) represents the concentration on the boundary, and equation (4.44) represents the 
initial steady-state distributions for the functions mentioned above.
4.16 Initial Distribution/(r): Derivation of Solution
We eliminate the depletion term and transform to Cartesian coordinates by setting
C(r,r) = —e_/rii( r ,r ) . Thus, equations (4.41) - (4.44) become 
r
1 du d2u 0 < r < b , t > 0  (4.45)
D  d t  d r2
u(b,t)=bCBe}' r = b, t>  0 (4.46)
u(0,t) =0 0 < r < b , t > 0  (4.47)
«(r, 0) = rfi(r) 0 < r< b ,  t >0.  (4.48)
We introduce the integral transform pair
u(r,I) = 2 ;/f( /? ..r)!7 (/J .,t)  (4.49)
m=I
u(flm,t) = jQK(ftm,r )u (r , t )d r , (4.50)
where the normalized kernel K(fim,r) satisfies the system
R " + P 2mR = 0 
R(0)=0  
R(b) = 0 .
In fact, the solution for K is easily found to be
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K(0m' r ) = J j s i n ( 0 mr)
where (3m = mrv I b .
Multiplying equation (4.45) by K  and integrating from 0 to b, we find 
1 r* du , rb „  d2u— f K — dr=  f K — ^dr  





rb d 2Kf ^A -u d r  
dr1
= co s t f  J>)bCBe* - p 2m\ hKudr
[Note the simplification arises from the definition of K(fim,r) and equations (4.46) and
(4.47)].
The above results in the ordinary differential equation
W + Dplu  = P J - i r b C Be"D.
Therefore, we find
u(/3.,t) (-1)* .
\ b  r  + DPm
To find the constant a/, we substitute equation (4.48) into equation (4.50) and 
equate with the above result with t = 0 , in which case we find
ai =■ y + p f f (~ i r
Therefore we have the solution for the concentration given by
C(r,t) = 2  sin(/?mr ) [VAR + J s i n ( y 2 mr ) d r V D/?"f"'t -  VAR. \  Jo J
where VAR = ^ Cfl̂ ( - l )m .
r + D A
(4.51)
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Now we need only compute the integrals for each / j ( r ) . It can be easily verified that
Upon substituting the above equations into (4.51), we have the full analytic solution 
for each given initial distribution.
4.17 Initial Distribution f (r ) : Stopping Criteria
The stopping criterion is the same as mentioned in Section 4.5. Similar to the 
previous analysis, it can be seen from Table 4-4 that the results converge quickly for each 
of the functions f-,.
jo r f l(r)sin(j3mr)dr = ( - l ) ‘ 
J* r f i  O) sin(/?mr) dr = ( - 1) 
£ r f 3(r)sin(jfimr)dr = ( - l ) ‘
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Table 4-4. Numerical results for problems with an initial 
distribution of/}, i = 1,2 and 3, for fixed values of r and t.
Stop Function 1 Function 2 Function 3
t r Criteria N Error Cone N Error Cone N Error Cone
0 0.25 1% 320 9.89E-01 9.70E-10 920 9.99E-01 3.40E-10 1020 9.84E-01 3.12E-10
0 0.50 1% 100 1.95E-01 1.63E-09 100 5.14E-01 6.18E-10 100 7.07E-01 4.50 E-10
0 0.75 1% 260 9.76E-01 2.34E-09 420 9.89E-01 1.45E-09 540 9.64E-01 1.16E-09
250 0.25 1% 220 9.43E-01 1.46E-05 220 9.43E-01 1.46E-05 220 9.43E-01 1.46 E-05
250 0.50 1% 100 1.70E-01 1.87E-05 100 1.70E-01 1.87E-05 100 1.70E-01 1.87 E-05
250 0.75 1% 260 9.20E-01 2.48E-05 260 9.20E-01 2.48 E-05 260 9.20E-01 2.48 E-05
500 0.25 1% 120 9.68E-01 2.53E-05 120 9.68 E-01 2.53E-05 120 9.68 E-01 2.53E-05
500 0.50 1% 100 1.20E-01 2.66E-05 100 1.20E-01 2.66E-05 100 1.20E-01 2.66 E-05
500 0.75 1% 220 9.36 E-01 2.86E-05 220 9.36E-01 2.86E-05 220 9.36E-01 2.86 E-05
0 0.25 0.5% 660 4.83E-01 9.77E-10 1860 4.93E-01 3.43E-10 2040 4.98E-01 3.10E-10
0 0.50 0.5% 100 1.95E-01 1.63E-09 120 3.66E-01 6.22E-10 140 3.75E-01 4.55E-10
0 0.75 0.5% 540 4.80E-01 2.33E-09 860 4.90E-01 1.44E-09 1060 4.97E-01 1.16E-09
250 0.25 0.5% 440 4.85E-01 1.45E-05 440 4.85E-01 1.45 E-05 440 4.85E-01 1.45 E-05
250 0.50 0.5% 100 1.70E-01 1.87E-05 100 1.70E-01 1.87E-05 100 1.70E-01 1.87E-05
250 0.75 0.5% 500 4.88E-01 2.47E-05 500 4.88E-01 2.47E-05 500 4.88E-01 2.47E-05
500 0.25 0.5% 240 5.00 E-01 2.54E-05 260 4.61 E-01 2.55E-05 260 4.61 E-01 2.55E-05
500 0.50 0.5% 100 1.20E-01 2.66E-05 100 1.20E-01 2.66E-05 100 1.20E-01 2.66 E-05
500 0.75 0.5% 440 4.81 E-01 2.84E-05 440 4.81 E-01 2.84E-05 440 4.81 E-01 2.84E-05
CONSTANTS: b = 1.0. C_B = 0.30E-04, C_T = 0.30E-08, C_0 = 0.30E-09, D = .5E-03, Gma = 0
4.18 Flux on Boundary: Introduction
For the fourth case, we assume there is an initial nonzero concentration of Co, and 
impose a flux condition on the boundary. Again we have the presence of a depletion 
term.
4.19 Flux on Boundary: Statement of the Problem
The time dependent problem can be posed as follows
—  = D V 2C - ) C  0 < r < b , t > 0  (4.52)
dt
D - + P ( C - C b) = 0 r = b, t>  0 (4.53)
dr
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C(CU)<°o r = 0, t>  0 (4.54)
C(r,0) = C0 0 < r < b , t = 0  (4.55)
1 d f  507^where V 'C  = — r2 —  represents the Laplacian in spherical coordinates. The
r~ dry  dr J
equation (4.53) represents a flux across the tumor wall (i.e. the diffusion of concentration 
through the boundary wall is equivalent to the leakage flux plus the flux of concentration 
into the tumor from the exterior). Equation (4.55) represents the initial condition.
4.20 Flux on Boundary: Derivation of Solution
We eliminate the depletion term and transform to Cartesian coordinates by setting
C(r,t) = — e_?rw (r,f). The equations (4.52) - (4.55) transform into the system 
r
1 du d2u « . _ .. = — -  0 <r<b, t>  0 (4.56)
D dt dr2
dr
(  D \P - ^ - \ u  = CBPer' r = b , t >  0 (4.57)
«(0,r) = 0 0 <r<b, t > 0 (4.58)
u(r,0) = rC0 0<r< b,  t > 0 .  (4.59)
We introduce the integral transform pair
«(r, t) = ^ K ( / 3 m, r)u(j3m, t) (4.60)
m=I
u(Pn,,t) = \ bK(/3m,r)u{r,t)dr, (4.61)
where K(fim,r) satisfies the system given by
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R "+ P mR = 0 
R( 0) = 0
DR'(b) + R(b) = 0 .
In fact, the normalized kernel is found to be [6 ]
K{Bm,r) = 4 2 ,/----f --+ ? -------sin(/? r)
m yb(j82m+ H z) + H m
(4.62)
P 1where 7/ = --------, and the /?m’s are the roots of the transcendental equation given by
D b
Pmcot(Pmb) = - H .
Multiplying equation (4.56) by AT(/?m,r) and integrating from 0 to b yields
—  f  K — d r = f K ^
D J° dt Jo dr
- Idr
b dK du







k fbd2K j  4 -  — r-udr
JO H r 1
' r -S )
b j
i  r  b d ~ K— K{Pm,b)u(b,t) + ]Q— r u d r
■ 4 2 ^ - 1 —  Tm + Ff  sin(/7mfr)g* - /? ;  f ’Kudr
D \ K p 2m+ H z) + H m mJ°
[Note the simplification arises by the definition K(Pm, r) and the equation w(0, t ) = 0 ] 
The above result reduces to the ordinary differential equation
u ’ + p lD u =  42 CB P, I t je+~  sin(/?J?)eJT,
Hm B \b (P m + H ) + H
which has the solution
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u(fia,t) = axe-f”D' + I- . (4.63)
r + P 2mD ^ b ( p 2m+ H 2) + H
Using equation (4.59) in equation (4.61) and equating with the above result with f = 0, we 
find
l + Hb CBP
P i r+ P : ,D
sin (Pmb)
Which upon substitution into equation (4.63) gives us the solution to equation (4.60)
P l + H 2






Ultimately, we are interested in the solution given by the equation
r CQ{\ + Hb)^
« r ^ - ±  * + * 2
/ ■ a  K p 2m+ H 2) +H P i-VAR
e - K . D , - n  + V A R sin(Pmb)sin(Pmr) (4.64)
where VAR = — —
r + f i D
4.21 Flux on Boundary: S topping Criteria
The stopping criterion is the same as mentioned in Section 4.5. Similar to the 
previous analysis, it can be seen from Table 4-5 that for t = 0, the concentration matches 
the initial concentration given for the problem. It is also important to notice there is a 
significant decrease in the number of iterations needed for this problem as compared to 
the previous.
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Table 4-5. Numerical results for Flux problem for fixed 
values of t and r.
Maximum N Relative
t_________ r_______ Stop Criteria________ in Sum_________Error (in %) Concentration
0 2.5 E-1 1% Rel. Error 130 8.2234E-01 2.9861 E-09
0 5.0 E-1 1% Rel. Error 50 3.0751 E-01 3.0188E-09
0 0.75 E-1 1% Rel. Error 110 8.1367E-01 2.9862E-09
250 2.5 E-1 1% Rel. Error 210 8.6020E-01 1.2172E-05
250 5.0 E-1 1% Rel. Error 50 5.5905E-01 1.6603E-05
250 0.75 E-1 1% Rel. Error 130 8.2252E-01 2.2741 E-05
500 2.5 E-1 1 % Rel. Error 150 9.5585E-01 2.0061 E-05
500 5.0 E-1 1% Rel. Error 50 4.1742E-01 2.2237E-05
500 0.75 E-1 1 % Rel. Error 110 9.6203E-01 2.5257E-05
0 2.5 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 190 4.1812E-01 3.0069E-09
0 5.0 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 50 3.0751 E-01 3.0188E-09
0 0.75 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 150 4.9412E-01 2.9918E-09
250 2.5 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 290 4.6963E-01 1.2198E-05
250 5.0 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 70 2.5210E-01 1.6510E-05
250 0.75 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 190 4.3561 E-01 2.2582E-05
500 2.5 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 230 4.4247E-01 2.0002E-05
500 5.0 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 50 4.1742E-01 2.2237E-05
500 0.75 E-1 0.5% Rel. Error 170 4.6921 E-01 2.5460E-05
CONSTANTS: b = 1.0, C_B = 0.30E-04, C_0 = 0.30E-08,
D = 0.5E-03, P = 0.1, Gma = 0.10E-02
4.22 Flux on Boundary: Solution of Transcendental Equation
The transcendental equation jBcot(/3b) = —H  is significantly more difficult to solve 
as compared to the previous problems. The roots of the equation are found using 
Newton’s Method. A subroutine computes the roots of the equation
F(J3) = tan(/3b) + — , and these roots are called directly from the original program.
H
Of primary importance, of course, is the size of |F(/?, )| for the determined roots,
Pi , of the equation. This is determined in the subroutine, and if |F(/?f)| > 0(1O-S) for
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any root, an error message occurs. As a second check, the maximum |F(/?f)| for all roots 
is computed and printed to the screen.
Also of importance is the issue of repeated roots. A series of statements inside the 
program prevents such an occurrence. If a new root is close to its previous root, i.e. the 
difference is 0(10"') or smaller, the new root is recomputed. Also, the minimum 
distance between successive roots is computed and printed to the screen.
R o o d  * 3 .125885975601711 
Rooc2 -  6.251779650356463 
R ood  = 9 .377688732825595 
ROOC4 ■ 12.503 620838552900
250
100
Figure 4-2. Graph of the transcendental function, along 
with the first four numerical values of roots.
The only other problem may occur by skipping values, especially the first. Upon 
investigation, it can be seen that the roots are approximately a distance of k  away, and the
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first root given by /? = 0 is neglected. Therefore, as can be seen by Figure 4-2, 
computation of the roots of the transcendental function is extremely accurate.
4.23 Summary of Results
Our ultimate concern is to describe the behavior of the following problems, where 
C(r,r) is the solution for the concentration of nutrient.
- No Depletion:
C5 jsin(/?mr), where /?,
No Initial Concentration:
l)sin(/?mr), where/?,
Depletion and Initial Concentration:




Initial Distribution f ( r ):
C (r,f) = f - X  sin(^mr ) r r ^ + r r / .( r ) s in ( ^ r ) , /r > - ^ - V A R  
br ZZ \  Jo J
where J3m = —  and VAR = ^ mbC-B-P  (-!)"'.
b r  + Dfc
Flux on Boundary:
+VAR s in ( /? » s in ( /? mr)
where /?m solve /?cot(J3b) = —H.
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The following constants are given
b = radius of tumor in cm (e.g. 10 '1) 
y  = depletion rate in s' 1 (e.g. 2  x 10-3)
P = permeability constant in cm/ sec (e.g. 10'5)
D = diffusion coefficient in cm2 / sec (e.g. 5 x 10-6)
1 P
and H  is determined by H  = --------- .
R D
4.24 Verification of Results
We can verify the validity of the solutions to all problems for the behavior at t = 0, 
and t at infinity. As noted before, each solution should match its corresponding initial 
condition at t = 0. Also, if we set the depletion term identically equal to zero, all 
solutions should tend to CB = 3 x 10"s as t tends toward infinity. The numerical results 
for each problem (excluding the Initial Distribution Problem) can be found in Table 4-6. 
A relative error of 1% is used for the all problems except the Flux problem, where a 
relative error of 0.5% is used.
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Table 4-6. Numerical results for No Depletion, No Initial 
Concentration, Flux and Depletion/ Initial Concentration 
problems for several values of r at t = 0 , and t = infinity.
Initial Cone/ No Flux Depletion and
r__________Bdry Cone No Depletion Initial Cone Condition Initial Cone
0
1.111 E-01 3.000E-09 3.043E-09 O.OOOE+OO 2.907E-09 3.043E-09
2.222E-01 3.000E-09 2.961 E-09 O.OOOE+OO 3.040E-09 2.961 E-09
3.333E-01 3.000E-09 2.986E-09 O.OOOE+OO 3.000E-09 2.986E-09
4.444E-01 3.000E-09 3.015E-09 0.000E+00 3.000E-09 3.015E-09
5.556E-01 3.000E-09 3.013E-09 0.000E+00 3.010E-09 3.013E-09
6.667E-01 3.000E-09 3.000E-09 O.OOOE+OO 2.990E-09 3.000E-09
7.778E-01 3.000E-09 3.023E-09 O.OOOE+OO 3.010E-09 3.023E-09
8.889E-01 3.000E-09 2.986E-09 O.OOOE+OO 2.930E-09 2.986E-09
infinity
1.111 E-01 3.000E-05 3.043E-05 3.043E-05 2.970E-05 3.043E-05
2.222E-01 3.000E-05 2.961 E-05 2.961 E-05 3.040E-05 2.961 E-05
3.333E-01 3.000E-05 2.986E-05 2.986E-05 3.000E-05 2.986E-05
4.444E-01 3.000E-05 3.015E-05 3.015E-05 3.000E-05 3.015E-05
5.556E-01 3.000E-05 3.013E-05 3.013E-05 3.010E-05 3.013E-05
6.667E-01 3.000E-05 3.000E-05 3.000E-05 2.990E-05 3.000E-05
7.778E-01 3.000E-05 3.023E-05 3.023E-05 3.010E-05 3.023E-05
8.889E-01 3.000E-05 2.986E-05 2.986E-05 2.930E-05 2.986E-05
CONSTANTS: b = 1.0, C_B = 0.30E-04, C_0 = 0.30E-08, D = 0.5E-03, P = 0.1, Gma = 0
Also, we can analyze the relative error for the Initial Distribution problem. In 
Table 4-7 we are comparing the relative error (as a percentage) between the concentration 
and its corresponding initial condition. In other words, for fixed value of r, we




for each function,//. As can be seen in Table 4-7, the results are quite accurate at both 
/ = 0 and t = infinity (a stopping criteria of 0.5% is used to generate the data).
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Table 4-7. Numerical results for Initial Distribution 
problem for several values of r at t = 0 , and t = infinity.
Relative Error (in Percentage) 
r Function 1 Function 2 Function 3
t = 0
1.110E-01 4.350E-02 5.320E-02 5.380E-02
2.220E-01 2.280E-02 1.290E-02 1.390E-02
3.330E-01 1.160E-02 2.350E-02 2.830E-02
4.440E-01 3.200E-03 4.690E-03 4.21 OE-03
5.560E-01 2.090E-03 4.930E-03 6.770E-03
6.670E-01 2.430E-05 1.060E-05 8.830E-06
7.780E-01 9.330E-03 1.420E-02 1.720E-02
8.890E-01 1.240E-02 1.530E-02 1.690E-02
t = infinity
1.110E-01 2.220E-02 2.220E-02 2 .2 2 0 E- 0 2
2 .2 2 0 E-01 6.940E-03 6.940E-03 6.940E-03
3.330E-01 4.52QE-03 4.620E-03 4.620E-03
4.440E-01 3.350E-03 3.350E-03 3.350E-03
5.560E-01 1.250E-03 1.250E-03 1.250E-03
6.670E-01 3.210E-05 3.210E-05 3.21 OE-05
7.780E-01 7.480E-03 7.480E-03 7.480E-03
8.890E-01 1.110E-02 1.110E-02 1.11 OE-02
CONSTANTS: b = 1.0, C_B = 0.30E-04, C_T = 0.30E-08,
C_0 = 0.30E-09, D = .5E-03, Gma = 0
4.25 Results as Function o f Time
For each one of the problems listed — No Depletion (No y), No Initial 
Concentration (No Co) and Depletion and Initial Concentration (/and  Co) — the 
concentration as a function of time behaves as to be expected.
As can be seen in Figure 4-3, for t  = 0, the concentration is equivalent to the 
initial concentration given in the statement of the problem. That is, the only function 
equal to 0 at t  = 0 corresponds to the problem with an initial concentration of zero (No 
Co). The other two functions (i.e. the No y  problem, and the y  and Co  problem) have a 
value of Cq at t  = 0.
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Figure 4-3. Concentration vs. time for No Depletion, No 
Initial Concentration, and Depletion and Initial 
Concentration problems for a fixed value of r.
Also, it can be seen that as t  gets large, the only function that tends to Cb 
corresponds to the No y  problem, which has a zero depletion rate. The others have a 
nonzero depletion term, which causes the decreased value in the horizontal asymptote.
The Flux problem behaves similarly to the others, as can be seen in Figure 4-4. 
At t  = 0, the concentration is equal to the initial condition, i.e. the value Co. As t  gets 
large, the concentration tends to a value lower than Cb as a result of the depletion term.










r = 0.5 D = 5 x  10"4
b = 1 .0 P=0.1
Ca = 3x  10‘f 
Cg = 3x10
7  = 2 x 1 0
Figure 4-4. Concentration vs. time for the Flux problem for
fixed r.
The Initial Distribution problem also has a similar behavior, as can be seen in Figure
4-5. Note in Figure 4-5 we are looking at the graphs for all three initial distributions/, 
which corresponding almost exactly.
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Figure 4-5. Concentration vs. time for Initial Distribution 
problem for fixed value of r.
Of particular interest is the behavior of the concentration as a function of time if the 
depletion rate, y, is too large relative to the concentration of nutrient inside the tumor at 
time 7 = 0. For example there is a “dip,” or decrease, in the nutrient concentration in the 
tumor interior when y  = 0 .1 , as compared to the initial distribution, which ranges from
C0 = 3 x 10-9 to CT = 3 x 10"7. In fact, as can be observed from Figure 4-6, the dip in 
concentration can be quite substantial, until it levels off after a given amount of time.
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—  f,(r) = (CT - CQ)(r/b)3 + C0 
. . .  f2(r)=(CT-C0)(r/b)4 + C0
_  f3(r)=(CT-C0)r/b + CO
r = 0.5 Ca = 3 x 10 
Ct = 3 x 10'"b = 0.1
D = 5x10"* C0 = 3 x 10
v  = 0.1
Figure 4-6. Concentration vs. time for Initial Distribution 
problem for fixed r and large value of y.
4.26 Results as Functions of Distance
As functions of distance, all problems behave in a similar manner, as can be seen 
in Figure 4-7. The concentration decreases as you move in towards the center of the 
tumor, and approaches Cb as you move toward the boundary for t > 0. As t increases, the 
concentration throughout the tumor increases for all problems.
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Cn = 3 x 10 
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7 =  1 0
Figure 4-7. Concentration vs. distance for No Depletion,
No Initial Concentration, and Depletion and Initial 
Concentration problems for fixed values of t.
Results for the Flux problem, as seen in Figure 4-8, and the Initial Distribution 
problem, as seen in Figure 4-9, are identical to those noted above.
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Figure 4-8. Concentration vs. distance for the Flux problem 
for fixed values of t.
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Figure 4-9. Concentration vs. distance for the Initial 
Distribution Problem for fixed values of t.
4.27 Threshold Time
Assume some threshold value 9 Is known for fixed r, where if C(r,f) < 9 , the tumor
has lost significant levels of nutrient, leading to a decrease in growth. We can determine 
the time at which the nutrient at a fixed distance from the center of the tumor falls below 
the threshold value; we call this the threshold time. For illustrative purposes, let r = 0.5 
cm, b = l.O cm, and 9  =  15 x 10-9. From Figure 4-10, it can be easily determined that the 
threshold time is given by t « 60 sec [Note we are using the Flux problem]. It is also 
important to note that the concentration on the boundary, C b, is zero. The concentration
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on the boundary is the only source of nutrient, therefore a zero value for Cb represents a 










0  = 1.5x10*





Figure 4-10. Threshold time for C(r,r) <9  for r, b, and 9.
Assume some threshold value rj is known for fixed r, where if C(r,t) > rj, the
tumor is well oxygenated. We can determine the time at which the oxygen level at a 
fixed distance from the center of the tumor reaches the threshold value; we call this the 
threshold time. For illustrative purposes, let r = 0.5 cm, b = 1.0 cm, and 77 = 4 x 10"6. 
From Figure 4-11, it can be easily determined that the threshold time is given by t « 120 
sec. [Note we are using the Initial Distribution problem, with the initial distribution 
given by the function//(r)].








0 375 450225 300
Time
Figure 4-11. Threshold time for C(r,r) > rj for r, b, and tj.
4.28 Discussion
We have analyzed the space-time behavior of nutrient concentration when a tumor 
is immersed in a nutrient source, and the interior responds to the absorption of nutrient. It 
has proven possible to obtain closed form analytic solutions to these boundary/initial 
value problems, in the form of infinite sums.
Of all the problems examined, from a biological standpoint we require the presence 
of an initial distribution of some form, an the inclusion of a depletion term. Therefore, 
the most significant results arise from the “Initial Distribution Problem”, or the
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“Depletion and Initial Distribution Problem.” Of course, the one with the most biological 
significance is the “Flux problem.” Although all of all the systems studied can be applied 
to certain types of tumor analysis, we clinically reason a flux condition on the boundary 
is most realistic.
A way to determine threshold value has also been observed, which may eventually 
provide useful information to the clinical and oncological community.
The study does not take into account the presence of a necrotic core. After time, the 
interior of the tumor lacks nutrient, and subsequently develops what is known as a 
necrotic core, a region of inactivity in the center of the tumor. A further investigation 
includes the presence of a necrotic core (see Section 5).
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SECTION 5
IMMERSION OF A SPHERICAL TUMOR INTO A NUTRIENT 
BATH OF OXYGEN OR GLUCOSE H: PRESENCE OF A
NECROTIC CORE
5.1 Introduction
Prevascular growth models are valid until the “dormant” phase of avascular 
nodules (1-2 mm, or several months old) [11]. Then the concentration of Tumor 
Angiogenesis Factor (TAF) rises, which promotes the growth of capillary sprouts. These 
capillaries grow toward and eventually penetrate the tumor, which is described as 
vascularization. The tumor, which no longer depends on diffusion for nutrient and 
oxygen transport, grows rapidly [11]. The vascular system soon becomes unpredictable 
and disorganized.
As the tumor expands, the nutrient concentration at the center falls to below a 
critical level. As a result, there is a decrease in the cell proliferation rate, which causes a 
slow growth rate. Eventually, these interior cells can die off, creating what is known as a 
necrotic core. Also, a necrotic core in some spheroid types forms as a result of vascular 
obstruction in the capillary network, which confines flow to the outer periphery of the 
tumor [11 ].
As noted in Section 4, oxygen and glucose play a critical role in the metabolism 
and cellular viability of tumor cells [8 ]. The thickness of the viable rim surrounding the 
necrotic center depends on the oxygen concentration in the culture medium [8 ]. As
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oxygen diffuses from the air into a spheroid, the size of the necrotic zone (or core) has a 
considerable influence on the oxygen supply of the viable (or outer) layer [12].
Glucose also plays a crucial role in the development of the necrotic core, in that 
the thickness of the viable rim depends on the glucose concentration. A decrease in the 
glucose concentration correlates with a decrease in the thickness of the viable rim [8 ].
Although we do not take into account the transfer of nutrient through capillary 
sprouts, this section examines the absorption of nutrient into a spherical tumor with a 
necrotic core. As in Section 4, we assume prior to immersion, the tumor has an initial 
steady distribution of nutrient given by /-, for / = 1,2, and 3. The tumor is then immersed 
in a nutrient bath at time t  =  0. The concentration of nutrient in the bath is then free to 
flow across the boundary, penetrating the interior of the tumor.
In Section 4 we investigated several types of models. The first three were similar 
— the latter being all-inclusive. These would not be an accurate physical interpretation of 
the boundary conditions because we need to include a condition on the boundary of the 
necrotic core (r = a). The model outlined in equations (5.1) - (5.4) is the most accurate 
way to pose the problem.
In what follows, C(r,f) is the nutrient concentration for r < b, y is a depletion 
rate, D is the coefficient of diffusion, and P is a coefficient of permeability (between the 
tumor and its surroundings). We are taking y, D, and P to be constant. Our ultimate 
concern is the description of C(r,f) at any given location inside the tumor wall. In 
particular, for r = r*<b,  and t  =  t*  >  0, we wish to describe / ( f )  = C(r*,f) and 
g(r) = C (r,f*). We posit that if the concentration C(r,f) rises above or falls below 
certain critical values, we can determine the corresponding threshold times. We
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investigate/^) and g(r) for various values of t and r. The geometry is shown in Figure 
5-1.
Figure 5-1. Geometry of the problem: A spherical tumor 
with a necrotic core immersed into a nutrient bath of 
concentration Cb.
5.2 Statement of the Problem
The time-dependent problem can be posed as follows
—  = DV2C - yC a <r<b, t>  0 (5.1)
dt
—  = 0 r = a, t>  0 (5.2)
dr
C(b,t) = CB r = b, t> 0  (5.3)
C(r,0) a < r  <b, t - 0 (5.4)
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1 d (where V2C = — r~ —  represents the Laplacian in spherical coordinates. Equation
r~ d r \  dr J
(5.2) represents a “no flux” condition on the interior boundary, where there is no flux of 
nutrient into the core of the tumor. Equation (5.3) represents an external nutrient 
concentration of Cb. There is an initial distribution given by equation (5.4), for given 
functions f ( r ) .  These functions are given by the equations
/i( t)  — — r ~ — ^ - { ir — b )  +  C T 
b — a
fi(r)  = “"f— —b3) + CT 
b —a
b —a
5.3 Derivation of Solution
We eliminate the depletion term by letting C(r,r) = T(r,t)e~* . Therefore, 
equations (5.1) - (5.4) become
dT D d1 , ,
—  = — a < r< b , t>  0
dt r dr ’
dT ^
—  = 0  r -  a, t>  0  
dt
T(b,t) = CBe>' r - b ,  t>  0
nrJQ )= ft{r) a < r < b , t  = 0 .
We then change to Cartesian coordinates by letting T(r,t) = —u(x(r),t) for
r
x{r) = r - a  , which gives us the following system:
—  = D ^ r  0 < x<  L, t> 0  (5.5)
dt dx~
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- - - a  = 0 jc = 0, f > 0  (5.6)
dx a
u(L,t) =bCBe* x = L , t>  0 (5.7)
u(x,0) = (x + a ) f i(x+a) 0 < x < L , t  = 0, (5.8)
where L = b - a .
We introduce the integral transform pair
u { x , t ) = Y K ( P m,x m P m,t) (5.9)
m=I
u (p  mX) = l <K(pmlx)u(x,t)dx, (5.10)
where K(Pm,r) satisfies the system given by
R"+P;,R = 0
fl'(0 ) - - / ? ( 0 ) = 0
a
R(L) = 0.
In fact, the normalized kernel is found to be [6 ]
K(/3„x) -  -7?I j y -  f -  + 1V  ‘ , . s in [ /? .(£ -x )]  (5.11)
\  L(Pm + 1/a ) + l la
where the /?m’s are the roots of the transcendental equation P m cot(PmL) = —- .
a
Multiplying equation (5.5) by K  and integrating, we find




L dK   u
n d x
L tLdlK  J + — T-iidx
n ■'° d x ‘
= ~ ( ,0 „ L ) b C ^  - \ j iK u d x
=  V 2 .
rf) -
a P m + ]-
L(a Pm + 1) +«
P,bCce " - P l \ LKudx
[Note the simplification above arises from equation (5.6), and by the definition o f K\. 
Therefore, we have the ordinary differential equation
£ (« -/? ;+ l) + n P J ’DCb6’1 ■
Solving the above equation, we find 
“ (/?«»*) =axe~p'"'D‘ + ^ a /3 '" + l P .bC .e '.r+PlDVUa-pi + D + a
Setting t = 0, substituting (5.8) into the definition of u(Pm,t) and equating with the 
above result with t = 0 , we find
a - p l + 1a, = 4 2  \ , ,
}jL(a'p-:+l) + a
where m(. (x,0) = (x + a )/|. (x + a )
J\  (x,0 ) sin[^m (L -  x)]dx -  bCn^ D- 
J° V + P mD _
In which case we have
ci ~ P~m +1n(x,f) = ]T 2  2 ,
[/nr,. -VA/?] 
+ VAR e*n=l L(a~P~m + \) + a
, ... bCBp mDwhere VA/? = — — 
r+Pio
CL
and Inti = Jq m; ( x ,0 )  sin[/?m (L -  x)]dx.
sin[/?m(L -x )]
Ultimately, we are interested in the solution given by
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2 ^  a-j3zm+1 IT/nr-— . r/3 ,, ,,
C ( ^ . 0 = - Z  r / ^    s m ^ f c - r ) ]r  ~  L{a-p~m + \)+a +VAi?
(5.12)
where VAR, _ 6 C A D  
r+ P zmD
and /nr,. = Jq it, (x,0) sin[/?m (b -  r)]dx.
Now we need only determine the integrals given in equation (5.12). Upon analysis, we 
find




b — a sin(LL b
01 Pr* m  • m
cr
>• +
CT- C Q 
b — a
2 \2 a
7 ~ T m.
cos PmL
2a . a r b2 2— sino L h--------------------r -
p- p  p ir  m r'm  h* m .
(5.13)
lllU- = lô 'r  + a) f l (X + a) *)]
—a cos PmL
CT —b3 CT C0 
6 3 - * 3
Pm
sin ^ mL , b
u
CT CQ 
&3 - a 3
r?2 pr* m  r ',
\
12a1 a4 24 cosPmL
m j
24a 4a'
y  p2 .v  m m  J  
b4 12b2 24
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lnh  = _[(*+a ) / 3 (.r+ a ) sin [/?m ( L -  x)]
C7-i>4 % ^ e -  
7  fe4  - a 4
—a cos B L 
^  m
m




20a aJ 1 2 0a
p 3 Pm J35
\  H m  m  H n
cos B L r m
m
f  2 4 N60a 5a4  120
/T4  p 2 J35
\  m  m  m  J
5 2 0 b3 120b
sin p mL > . (5.15)
Substituting equations (5.13) - (5.15) into equation (5.12), we have an analytic 
form for the concentration in terms of an infinite sum.
5.4 Stopping Criteria
Of significant importance, since we are dealing with an infinite sum, is the order 
of accuracy of our solution after truncation. In this case, we compute the concentration 
value up to N. That is, we find
C ( r , t ) = ~ X  „ ----- L J (sm lPm{b -r )] .
r ~ \  L(a-p-m + l)+a [+VAR J
Subsequently, we compute the error in taking the next 20 terms of the sum, i.e.
_ , , 2 a-p2m+l \[lnti -V AR ]e-^Dt-t,\ . . a ,,
Errorir,t)=— £  7 7  , IT   ) L J ^sin[y0 m(fc -r)] .
r m=N+1 L(a /?m+ l)+ a  [+VA/? J
We then determine the relative error in terms of a percentage, that is
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Cone
The above relative error is then compared with a suitable stopping criteria,
0(1%) or 0(0.5% ), and the program is terminated only after success is achieved.
The error analysis is oudined in Table 5-1. Because of PC memory allocation, a 
cap of N=  20,000 is used. All functions converged within the given upper bound with a 
stopping criteria of 1%. However, with a stopping criteria of 0.5% we note from Table 
5-1 that for Function 3 at t = 0, and r  = 0.325, the stopping criteria was not met. This is 
of little consequence because there is not a significant change in the value of 
concentration from the 1% stopping criteria.
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Table 5-1. Relative error in truncating sum at N, for fixed 










0 0.325 1% 820 9.87E-01 7.77E-08 4900 9.97E-01 1.30E-08 10060 9.96E-01 6.34E-09
0 0.550 1% 100 2.74E-01 1.49E-07 100 8.22E-01 4.97E-08 140 7.71 E-01 2.84E-08
0 0.775 1% 280 9.90E-01 2.25E-07 460 9.67E-01 1.42E-07 580 9.86E-01 1.11E-07
250 0.325 1% 1620 9.95E-01 3.92E-06 1620 9.95E-01 3.92E-06 1620 9.96E-01 3.92E-06
250 0.550 1% 100 6.08 E-01 6.73E-06 100 6.08E-01 6.73 E-06 100 6.08E-01 6.73E-06
250 0.775 1% 460 9.73E-01 1.41E-05 460 9.73E-01 1.41E-05 460 9.74E-01 1.41E-05
500 0.325 1% 1500 9.81 E-01 4.30E-06 1500 9.81 E-01 4.29E-06 1500 9.81 E-01 4.29E-06
500 0.550 1% 100 5.85 E-01 6.99E-06 100 5.85E-01 6.99E-06 100 5.85E-01 6.99E-06
500 0.775 1% 460 9.65 E-01 1.42E-05 460 9.65E-01 1.42E-05 460 9.65E-01 1.42E-05
0 0.325 0.5% 1660 4.92E-01 7.75E-08 9820 4.99E-01 1.30E-08 20000 5.05E-01 6.29E-09
0 0.550 0.5% 100 2.74E-01 1.49E-07 140 4.34E-01 5.04E-08 180 4.73E-01 2.88E-08
0 0.775 0.5% 580 4.82E-01 2.26E-07 920 4.92E-01 1.41E-07 1180 4.90E-01 1.10E-07
250 0.325 0.5% 3260 4.97E-01 3.91 E-06 3260 4.97E-01 3.91 E-06 3260 4.98E-01 3.91 E-06
250 0.550 0.5% 120 4.31 E-01 6.77E-06 120 4.32E-01 6.77 E-06 120 4.32E-01 6.77E-06
250 0.775 0.5% 920 4.95E-01 1.40E-05 920 4.96E-01 1.40E-05 920 4.96E-01 1.40E-05
500 0.325 0.5% 2980 4.97E-01 4.28 E-06 2980 4.97E-01 4.28 E-06 2980 4.97E-01 4.28E-06
500 0.550 0.5% 120 4.15E-01 7.03 E-06 120 4.15E-01 7.03E-06 120 4.15E-01 7.03E-06
500 0.775 0.5% 900 4.99E-01 1.42E-05 900 4.99E-01 1.42E-05 900 4.99E-01 1.42E-05
CONSTANTS: a = 0.1, b = 1.0, C_B = 0.3E-04. C_T = 0.30E-06, C_0 = 0.3E-08. D = 0.5E-03, Gma = 0.1E-01
5.5 Solution of Transcendental Equation
The roots, pm, of the equation fim cot(PmL) = —-  are computed using Newton’s
a
method. A subroutine computes the roots of the equation F(j3m) = tan{fimL) + a/3m, and 
these roots are called directly from the original program.
Of primary importance, of course, is the size of |f (/?,-)| for the determined roots,
, of the equation. The roots are determined in the subroutine, and if [F(/?f)| > 0(1O-3) 
for any root, an error message occurs. As a second check, the maximum |F(/?f)| for all
roots is computed and printed to the screen.
Also of importance is the issue of repeated roots. A series of statements inside the 
program prevents such an occurrence. If a new root is close to its previous root, i.e. the
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difference is 0(10 ') or smaller, the new root is recomputed. Also, the minimum
distance between successive roots is computed and printed to the screen.
The only other problem may occur by skipping values, especially the first. Upon
investigation, it can be seen that the roots are almost a distance of ;raway, and the first
root given by /? = 0 is neglected. Therefore, as can be seen by Figure 5-2, computation of










Figure 5-2. Graph of transcendental equation, along with 
numerical value of the first seven roots.
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5.6 Verification of Solution
The problem can be verified for t = 0 and t = infinity. When t = 0, the solution 
should correspond to the given initial condition. Also, when there is an absence of 
depletion (i.e. y=  0), the solution should tend to CB = 3 x 1CT5 as t tends to infinity.
In Table 5-2, we compute the relative error between the tumor and its initial 
distribution values at t = 0. In other words, we are looking at the percentage of error 
given by
Cone^
It is clear from Table 5-2 that all functions are extremely close to both the initial 
distribution when t = 0, and the boundary concentration as t tends to infinity. [Note that a 
stopping criteria of 1% is used to generate the numerical results].
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Table 5-2. Relative error for each initial distribution 
solution for t = 0  and t = infinity.
Relative Error fin Percentage!
r Function 1 Function 2 Function 3
0
1.82E-01 8.62E-02 1.63E-01 2.13E-01
2.64E-01 1.62E-02 1.40E-01 1.54E-01
3.45E-01 2.40E-02 4.22E-02 8.34E-02
4.27E-01 9.88E-03 4.42E-02 2.48E-02
5.09E-01 3.10E-03 9.77E-03 1.75E-02
5.91 E-01 2.22E-03 5.50E-03 8.84E-03
6.73E-01 5.56E-03 1.17E-02 1.72E-02
7.55E-01 9.09E-03 1.51 E-02 1.98E-02
8.36E-01 1.41 E-02 1.98E-02 2.37E-02
9.18E-01 2.52E-02 2.94E-02 3.19E-02
infinity
1.820E-01 1.640E-02 1.640E-02 1.640E-02
2.640E-01 1.090E-02 1.090E-02 1.090E-02
3.450E-01 6.840E-03 6.840E-03 6.840E-03
4.270E-01 3.630E-03 3.630E-03 3.630E-03
5.090E-01 1.430E-03 1.430E-03 1.430E-03
5.910E-01 1.230E-03 1.230E-03 1.230E-03
6.730E-01 3.550E-03 3.550E-03 3.550E-03
7.550E-01 6.660E-03 6.660E-03 6.660E-03
8.36E-01 1.16E-02 1.16E-02 1.16E-02
9.18E-01 2.30E-02 2.30E-02 2.30E-02
CONSTANTS: a = 0.1, b = 1.0, C_B = 0.3E-04, C_T = 0.30E-06, 
C_0 = 0.3E-08, D = 0.5E-03, Gma = 0
5.7 Results
The solution for the concentration of nutrient inside the tumor wall is given by the 
equation
, 2<A a2/3l + 1 \[rnti -VAR]e-/3iD'-r' \  . „
C ( r , t ) = - ] £ - — T - r — :---- \ l n fsin[/?m(& -r)]




and Inti = Jq (x,0) sin[/?m (b — r)]dx.
where Inti are given by equations (5.13) - (5.15).
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The following constants are given
a = radius of necrotic core in cm 
b = radius of tumor in cm 
y = depletion rate in s ' 1 
P = permeability coefficient in cm / sec 
D = diffusion coefficient in cm2 / sec
and the following determined relationships are given by
H - l - l
D b 
L = b — a.
As can be seen from Figure 5-3, the tumor absorbs concentration after only t = 15
C - C\^T '-'0sec. An initial distribution / ,( r )  =-
b — a
- (r -b )  + CT is used with a stopping criteria of
1% relative error.
















a = 0.2 
b = 1 0 
C = 3 x 1 0 1  
c f  = 3 x 10 3x1Q-° 
D = 5 x 1 (I y = 10’
Figure 5-3. Sphere with a necrotic core with initial 
distribution of concentration (f = 0 ) and concentration after 
elapsed time (r = 15).
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5.8 Concentration as a Function of Time
As can be seen from Figure 5-4, the concentrations for each fi begin close to Co 
for small times, and increase to a steady value (less than Cb) as t gets large. There is little 
variation between the behavior as a function of time for each initial distribution, the 







i 4- ■ . . -4— r l-r4- , r —T—I I t—1—r I I___________
100 200 300 400 500 600 7000
Time
r= 0.35 Ca = 3 x 1 0  s
a = 0.2 C  = 3 x 10'7
b= 1.0 G, = 3 x 10*9
0  = 5x10" 
y=10-2
Figure 5-4. Concentration vs. time for all initial distribution 
functions for fixed value of r.
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5.9 Results as a Function of Distance
As can be seen from Figure 5-5, the level of concentration is highest at the tumor 
boundary, and the lowest value of concentration occurs near the core boundary. Again, 
all functions appear to have similar, almost identical, behavior as functions of distance.












0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Distance
Cn = 3 x 10'"
b = 1.0 Ct= 3 x 10;
D = 5 x 10 Cn = 3 x 10
• /  =  10'2
Figure 5-5. Concentration vs. distance for fixed values of r.
5.10 Threshold Time
Assume some threshold value <9 is known for fixed r, where if C(r,t) < 6 , the
tumor has lost significant levels of nutrient, leading to a decrease in growth. We can 
determine the time at which the nutrient at a fixed distance from the center of the tumor
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(ia < r< b ) falls below the threshold value; we call this the threshold time. For
illustrative purposes, let r  = 0.75 cm, a = 0.1 cm, b = 1.0 cm and 6 = 10"7 . From Figure
5-6, it can be easily determined that the threshold time is given by t « 32 sec. [Note we 
are using the initial distribution/?^) with a relative error stopping criteria of 1%]. It is 
also important to note that the concentration on the boundary, C b , is zero. The 
concentration on the boundary is the only source of nutrient, therefore a zero value for Cb 




















Figure 5-6. Threshold time for C(r,f) < 6 for fixed values 
of r, a , b , and Q.
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Assume some threshold value rj is known for fixed r, where if C(r,t) > rj, the 
tumor is well oxygenated. We can determine the time at which the oxygen level at a 
fixed distance from the center of the tumor (a < r< b ) reaches the threshold value; we 
call this the threshold time. For illustrative purposes, iet r  = 0.5 cm, a = 0.2 cm, b = 1.0 
cm, and rj = 1.5 x 10"5. From Figure 5-7, it can be easily determined that the threshold 
time is given by t ~ 215 sec. [Note we are using the initial distribution function/j(r), 









400100 200 300 5000
Time
Figure 5-7. Threshold time for C(r,r) > t] for fixed values 
of r, a, b, and Q.
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5.11 Discussion
We have analyzed the space-time behavior of nutrient concentration diffusing into 
a spherical tumor with a necrotic core when the tumor is immersed into a nutrient bath. It 
has proven possible to obtain closed for analytic solutions to the given boundary/initial 
value problem in the form of an infinite sum. The solution is observed for different fixed 
times as a function of distance, and for fixed distances, as a function of time.
An obvious extension to this work is to include the effects of vascularization, in 
which the tumor is supplied with nutrient not only by diffusion through the boundary, but 
also by convection through the capillary sprouts.
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SECTION 6 
NUTRIENT CONCENTRATION IN AND AROUND A 
VASCULARIZED TUMOR WITH A NECROTIC CORE
6.1 Introduction
After the growth of capillary sprouts that eventually penetrate the tumor, it no 
longer depends on diffusion for nutrient, oxygen, and waste transport [11]. When the 
diameter o f the tumor reaches 1 to 3 cm, the growth rate slows down [11]. The 
capillaries in the interior of the tumor can collapse, creating what is known as a necrotic 
core (see Section 5 for details).
In this section we discuss the distribution of nutrient for a tumor penetrated by a 
capillary network — a basic model of vascularization on a tumor with a necrotic core. The 
concentration of nutrient no longer relies solely on diffusion for transport, and inclusion 
of such a nutrient source adds complexities to the problem at hand. Again, as in Sections 
5 and 6, such a nutrient could be oxygen or glucose, both necessary for tumor growth.
In what follows, n(r,t) represents the nutrient concentration as a function of time t, 
and distance from the center of the tumor r. Also, the following constants are given: yk, a 
depletion rate; Dk, the coefficient of diffusion; and P, the coefficient of permeability 
between the tumor and its surroundings [Note k = I  (Interior), E (Exterior)]. We look at 
the solution to the piecewise function in the tumor interior (/?, < r < R2) , and the tumor 
exterior ( I t  < r < oo). The geometry is shown in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1. Geometry of the problem: A spherical tumor 
with a necrotic core supplied with nutrient through a 
vascular network.
The function S(r,t) given by equation (6.10), represents the effect of vascularization 
as a function of time t, and distance from the center of the tumor r. The initial 
distribution, given by S’(r.O), can be seen in Figure 6-2 for interior core radius R/, and 
exterior tumor radius /??. Note the absence of nutrient concentration in the tumor 
exterior, and the decreasing concentration value towards the core of the tumor.








Figure 6-2. Distribution of S(r,0)
6.2 Statement of the Pro blem
The time dependent problem can be posed as follows
—  = D,V2n - y ln + S(r,t) Rl < r< R 1, t >  0 
dt
—  =DFV 1n — y Fn R^<r<<xi, t > 0 
dt
* i  = 0 r = Rt, r > 0
dr
DF— +Pn=  0 r = R-,, t > 0
dr
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where V 2n = —J_8_  
r2 dr
represents the Laplacian in spherical coordinates. Equation
(6.1) is valid in the tumor interior, and equation (6.2) is valid outside the tumor boundary. 
Equation (6.3) represents a “no flux” condition on the interior boundary (the boundary of 
the necrotic core). Equation (6.4) represents a flux condition on the outer tumor wall.
The initial condition in equation (6.5) for given F(r) can be obtained using the solution to 
the steady state equation (see Section 6.3).
6.3 The Steady State Equation
y . . . .To solve the steady state equation we let n =  —, then the diffusive equilibrium
r
approximation reduces the system to
y"  = a 2ry - j - S ( r ,  0) 
y"  = cc\y H, < r <oo
R. < r< R-, (6.6)
(6.7)
r = R (6 .8)
r = R , (6.9)
where a 2 = ■
We are choosing
(6.10)
0 R, <r<  oo
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We will denote the steady state solution by F(r). For the complementary 
functions, we have the solution
F(r) =
A B




„ a f r  . *■" - a Fr— e L a— e E
B_
r
F, < r < 0 0
The particular solutions must satisfy equations (6.6) and (6.7), respectively, which imply 
that the solution is given by
F(r) =
A . , B , 1 - c r - R . n
—sinhor^-i— cosharr-t-------  ̂ L F , < r < F ,
r r Di&~r r
£ e-« ,  
r
F-, < r  < oo
(6.11)
[Note lim n(r)= 0  implies A = 0].
Using equations (6.8) and (6.9), we find
B =
c — l 
Yi
1 - H L - R X
a f cosh(a{R2)-H s in h (a [R2) 
cc,Rx c o s h ^ /F ^ - s in h ^ F ,)
1 -cc ,R x tanh(a,Rx) 
[ a ,R x - tan h (a ,F ,)
[a, — Htanh(a,R2)] + a ,  tanh ta^F -^ -F f^cosh^F ,)
/?,(c-l)
A = Dra-r
—  + B [coshta^F,) - a , R X sinhtar/F,)]
where L = F, -  F ,, and H  -----------
‘ ' F, DP
Continuity of n at r = R2 implies that
ar,F, c o s h ^ F ,)  -sinh (a ,F ,)
1 P
B = e 1 — cA sinh(a,F,) + Fcosh(a,F,)H - L
D <a 't .
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Therefore, the steady state solution is given by equation (6.11), for the constants 
A, B and B given above.
6.4 Derivation of Interior Solution
We eliminate the depletion term and change to Cartesian coordinates by letting
n(r,r) = — e~r,'u(r,t) . Equations (6.1) - (6.4) become 
r
± f a  = d_u+£ ± R Ler,'S (x+R^ t) q < x < L, r > 0 (6.12)
D dt dx~ Dl
— — -M = 0 jc = 0, t>  0 (6.13)
dx Rl
— ~Hu = 0 x = L , t >  0 (6.14)
dx
u(x,0) = (x+ R,)F(x+ Rx) 0 < x < L ,  t = 0 (6.15)
where
^  ^ ___  £  y .  ___  ^
F(r) = —sinha,r-\— cosha , r h------ ;------- - fo r /?, <r<R-,
r r D,a~, r
x  = r - R x
* . . 1 — £-
/?, De
L = R2 — Rx.
We use the following integral transforms
u(x,t) = ,x)u(j3m,t)dx
m=d
“ 0&«*0 = jQK(j3m,x)u(x,t)dx
where the normalized kernel
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K( Pm [PmRx cos(pmx) + sin(/?„,x)]
2with n — — ^—z-------------------- -̂---- ---------
iR iP l + l)[L -H /(0 -„ +  H 1)] + /?,
A a - * . # )and the P m's solve tan/?mL
is a solution to the system given by
Y " + f i Y  = 0 
n o ) - — r(0)=o
Y'(L)-H Y(L)  = 0.
Multiplying equation (6.12) by K  and integrating, we find
1 ft du , d2u . r  ̂ x + /?.—  AT— <£c = K — -dx+  K ---e r‘ S(x + R.,t)dx.
D ,J 0 dt J° dx2 J° D, 1
Looking at the right hand side of the above equation, we integrate to find









( r , - l
Also, using (6.13), (6.14) and the definition of K, we find
\ L K ^ r d x =  \ L̂ - ^ u d x .  
J o  F \y -  Jo H r -
The above gives us the ordinary differential equation
u' + P^DfU = fxD,er' ' { \ - c e ~a' ) ,
which has the solution
ce
r ,  + P : A  Y i  ~ a + P 2mD ,
(6.16)
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Substituting (6.15) into the transform , and integrating (with a bit of patience),
we find the value for af given in equation (6.16). That is,
A
a, =4n- + -y n->
PmR I (^ms h a / ^ 2  s in ^ mL + aphcC'F^ cos p mL -a ,choc ,R [ ) 
- P msha,R, cos fimL + a ^ h a , ^  sin ft mL+ 0  mshcc, Rx 
PmR \ sinfimL + a [shalRzcosj3mL - a rsh a rR, ) 











cos fi L —— 
Br'm
7 ,+ P lD , y ' - a + p i D '
Therefore, we have a solution for the internal concentration of nutrient given by
1 ~V ,«/nf( r , r )= —V  Jr/Term l-Term l 
r m=i
where Terml = j3mR{ cosJ3m(r - R {) + sin J3m( r -  /?,)
s
Term2 = axe~p'"'D''~ri' +- fjD, 1 ce
{ r ,+ /3 ZmD, Yi ~ a +P2mDr
(6.17)
6.5 Derivation of Exterior Solution
We eliminate the depletion term and change to Cartesian coordinates by letting
n(r,t) = — e~/l‘u (r , t ) . Equations (6.1) - (6.4) become 
r




-  Hu = 0
0<x<co , r> 0
x = 0, t> 0
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We use the following integral transforms
u(x, t) = JQAT(y#, x)u (/?, t) dp  
Ti(Pm,t)= ^K (p ,x)u (x ,t)dx ,
where the normalized kernel
«/».*>- J f P cos(Px) + Hsin(Px)
J f T f F
is a solution to the system given by
Y " + p 2Y = 0 
Y \0 )-H Y (0 )  = 0.
Multiplying equation (6.18) by K  and integrating, we find
- L r  K ^ d x = r




d zKr°  a  a . , 
— - r - i i d x
Jo dir2
= - p z\~Kudx.
The above leads us to an ordinary differential equation for «(/?,f) given by
u' + p 2DEu = 0 which has the solution u(P,t) = axe~^De?.
Substituting (6.20) into the definition for u(P,t) , integrating and equating with
the above result with t = 0, we find
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a. =. 12 B +
V/?2 + H2 a \  +/?2
Therefore we have the solution for u, given by
„(*,,) = i * ( « ,  + ' ■ + * # .
it Jo (/?■ +  H ){aE+P )
The solution to the above integral is found in the same method as outlined in 
Section 2, in which case we have
u(x,t) = B(aE +  r t ) e 'g£ -̂ 
2{H2- c f E)
2  HemD*'H+x) Erfc !DEtH + -
2jD Et j
\+ (H -ccE)ea^ ,a*-x)Erfc f t ,





Ultimately we are interested in the solution for the external concentration
Be -aERz-yEl
2HelnD*,H+r-R'-) Erfc J dJ h - r — R2
2 ^ j
nE„(r,t)=^-t - -------- \ + { H - a E)ea^D̂ - r+̂ Erfc
2 r(H  — a E)
'DEtaE- r — R-,
J
>. (6 .21)
- {H  + a E)eaelD£,aE+r-R̂ Erfc
E t ( X E  +
r~Ri
2V*V/
6.6 Summary of Solution
We are looking at the piecewise solution given by the equation
l n£«(r>r) /?2 <r<co ,  r > 0  
for n[n, and given by equations (6.17) and (6.21), respectively.
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The following constants are given parameters of the problem
/?, = radius of necrotic core in cm (e.g. 0.1)
R2 = radius of tumor in cm (e.g. 1.0)
D, = interior diffusion coefficient in cm2 /  sec (e.g. 3 x 10'3) 
De = exterior diffusion coefficient in cm2 / sec (e.g. 5 x 10'2) 
y , = interior depletion rate in sec’1 (e.g. 10'3) 
y E = exterior depletion rate in sec'1 (e.g. 2 x 10"3)
P = coefficient of permeability in cm / sec (e.g. 10"3)
and the following are determined relationships
D,
i  Y e
De 
L = R-, —
r 2 d e
6.7 Stopping Criteria
Notice that equation (6.17) is in the form of an infinite sum. We need to find 
suitable stopping criteria when truncating the sum for computational purposes. We 
accomplish this by computing the relative error in stopping at a particular value of N  
the infinite sum.
For example, for particular values of t and r we compute
1 N
r t t a ( r , 0= -  2  Terml-Term2 
r m=l
Then we compute the error by computing the next 10 terms, i.e.
t N + 1 0
Error(r,t)=— y ,  -^ T erm l-T erm l.
r m=N+1
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From this, we find the relative error (as a percentage) given by the equation
Error(r,t)
• 100%
The above error is then compared with sufficient stopping criteria.
If the stopping criterion is NOT met, we set
nin,(r^ )  = nlM (r,t) + Error(r, t )
N  = AT+10
and re-compute Error(r,t) . The process of finding the relative error and comparing 
with the stopping criteria is reiterated until success is achieved.
It can be seen from Table 6-1 that the sum converges quite rapidly. Here, an 
initial value of N  = 5 is used, and the sum is completed with less than 0.05% relative 
error in less than 20 terms!
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Table 6-1. Analysis of stopping criteria and relative error 
for fixed values of t and r.
Maximum N Relative 
t_________ r_______ Stop_Criteria______in Sum_______Error (in %) Concentration
0 0.48 0.05% Rel. Error 15 7.200E-03 7.421 E+00
0 0.86 0.05% Rel. Error 15 3.390E-03 7.690E+00
0 1.24 0.05% Rel. Error 15 3.390E-03 2.978E+00
0 1.62 0.05% Rel. Error 15 3.390E-03 8.990E-01
250 0.48 0.05% Rel. Error 15 6.900E-03 9.895E+00
250 0.86 0.05% Rel. Error 15 4.640E-03 1.025E+01
250 1.24 0.05% Rel. Error 15 4.640E-03 1.344E+00
250 1.62 0.05% Rel. Error 15 4.640E-03 6.120E-01
500 0.48 0.05% Rel. Error 15 6.900E-03 9.895E+00
500 0.86 0.05% Rel. Error 15 4.640E-03 1.025E+01
500 1.24 0.05% Rel. Error 15 4.640E-03 6.940E-01
500 1.62 0.05% Rel. Error 15 4.640E-03 3.350E-01
CONSTANTS: R1 = 0.1, R2 = 1, D1 = 0.10E-02, D2 = 0.50E-03,
a = 3, C = 0.25, P = 0.1 E-02, Gma1 = 0.8E-01, Gma2 = 0.3E-02
6.8 Solution of Transcendental Equation
Of significant importance is the solution to the transcendental equation given by
ft /J  ft ft}
tanflmL = — — —̂ !—  for the roots J3m. The roots of the equation are found using
R l P m  + H
Newton’s Method. A subroutine computes the roots of the equation 
B (R H  1)
F(/3m) = tan(fimL) -i— -—;---------, and these roots are called directly from the original
R \Pm +  H
program.
Of primary importance, of course, is the size of |f (/?,.)| for the determined roots,
/?,, of the equation. This is determined in the subroutine, and if |F(/?,.)| > 0(1O-3) for 
any root, an error message occurs. As a second check, the maximum |F(/?,)| for all roots 
is computed and printed to the screen.
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Also of importance is the issue of repeated roots. A series of statements inside the 
program prevents such an occurrence. If a new root is close to its previous root, i.e. the 
difference is 0(10"’) or smaller, the new root is recomputed. Also, the minimum 
distance between successive roots is computed and printed to the screen.
The only other problem may occur by skipping values, especially the first. Upon 
investigation, it can be seen that the roots are approximately a distance of n  away, and the 
first root given by /?= 0 is neglected. Therefore, as can be seen by Figure 6-3, 







Figure 6-3. Graph of transcendental equation, along with 
numerical value of the first five roots.
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We can also verify the solution for the nutrient at time t = 0. As can be seen from 
Table 6-2, the relative error (as a percentage) between the nutrient concentration and the 
initial condition is quite small for all values of r  inside and outside the exterior wall of the 
tumor.
Table 6-2. Verification of solution for t = 0 and specified
values of r.
r Concentration Initial Cond Rel. Error
t = 0
2.000E-01 5.690E+00 5.692E+00 3.323E-04
3.000E-01 6.513E+00 6.514E+00 1.481 E-04
4.000E-01 7.094E+00 7.095E+00 1.780E-04
5.000E-01 7.487E+00 7.487E+00 1.819E-05
6.000E-01 7.739E+00 7.739E+00 1.153E-04
7.000E-01 7.865E+00 7.864E+00 7.994E-05
8.000E-01 7.829E+00 7.830E+00 9.146E-05
9.000E-01 7.519E+00 7.520E+00 1.521 E-04
1.000E+00 6.645E+00 6.647E+00 1.984E-04
1.100E+00 4.730E+00 4.730E+00 O.OOOE+OO
1.200E+00 3.394E+00 3.394E+00 2.617E-16
1.300E+00 2.452E+00 2.452E+00 1.811E-16
1.400E+00 1.782E+00 1.782E+00 1.246E-16
1.500E+00 1.302E+00 1.302E+00 O.OOOE+OO
1.600E+00 9.554E-01 9.554E-01 2.324E-16
1.700E+00 7.039E-01 7.039E-01 3.155E-16
1.800E+00 5.203E-01 5.203E-01 4.267E-16
1.900E+00 3.859E-01 3.859E-01 7.193E-16
CONSTANTS: R1 =0.1, R2= 1, D1 =0.10E-02, D2 = 0.50E-03,
a = 3, C= 0.25, P = 0.1 E-02, 
Gma1 = 0.8E-01,Gma2 = 0.3E-02
6.9 Results
As a function of distance, we see from Figure 6-4 the concentration of nutrient is 
highest in the tumor interior (/?, < r < R2) . The concentration is lower further from the 
tumor boundary. In fact, for fixed f, the concentration tends to zero as r tends to infinity.
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Note the discontinuity at r  = Rz for t>  0 in Figure 6-4. At first this may seem 
counterintuitive, but upon examination of the biology of the problem it is a reasonable 
result. The interior of the tumor is vascularized, which means nutrient is being “pumped 
in” at an increased rate. The exterior not only is missing the source term, but also has a 
depletion rate. It is possible to manipulate the constants to obtain a continuous n(r,r), but 
the problem is extremely sensitive to the ratio of y/D and the permeability P. The results 
are invalid for large t if P or yE is too large, which is a result of the terms in the exterior
solution that reduce to e'p ,Dt and e'Yc . For our purposes, we obtained constants 
associated with clinical observations in the literature. This type of discontinuity is also 
observed in a problem of interface resistance [13], in which the concentrations on either 
side of the interface approach different equilibrium values.
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R1 = 0.1 D1 = 1 0 -3 a = 3.0 -;1 = 8 x 10'2 P =1C 3
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Figure 6-4. Concentration vs. distance for fixed values of t.
From Figure 6-5 we find the nutrient concentration in the tumor interior 
(/?, < r < Rn) increases to a steady value as a function of time. Outside the tumor wall 
(r > /??), the concentration decreases to a steady value. Upon examination of equations 
(6.17) and (6.21) we see that as t tends to infinity, the interior concentration tends to a 
constant dependent on r, and the exterior concentration tends to zero.
The nutrient in the interior will increase as a result of the presence of a capillary 
network, which serves as a nutrient source. Outside, the tissue relies solely on diffusion 
for transport of nutrient, which when combined with the presence of a depletion rate 
yields a decrease in nutrient outside the tumor boundary.

















Figure 6-5. Concentration vs. time for fixed values of r 
(here, r  = 0.15 in the interior, and r = 1.25 in the exterior).
6.10 Discussion
A model for the distribution of nutrient concentration in a vascularized tumor is 
studied. We are able to obtain closed form analytic solution (the interior in the form of 
an infinite sum). The solution is verified for t = 0, and results for the concentration as a 
function of both time and distance are studied.
In the development of tumors, eventually a four layer structure can develop [11]. In 
this model, there is an outer peripheral layer in which the vascularized tissue behaves 
normally; below there is a region in which the blood vessels are collapsed and transport is 
by diffusion. In the region below there is a region of reduced proliferation rate. Finally
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there is a core of necrotic material. We could easily incorporate these additional layers in 
a similar manner to the system solved here (see Figure 6-6 for details).
- - = DjV^n- yyt
ch
dr
D7— +PLn = 0 
dr dn
A — + p2» = o
or
JjU .o .vW ,,
^ - = D J 7 'n -Yln + S (r ,l)  
ot
Figure 6-6. Geometry of the problem: A spherical tumor 
with a four layer structure.




In Sections 2 and 3 we model the spacio-temporal behavior of inhibitor 
concentration after the removal of a spherical tumor. A closed form analytic solution is 
derived, which is in the form of a linear combination of complementary error functions 
and exponential functions.
In particular, we are interested in the effect of the inhibitor behavior on the remote 
metastases. We identify the behavior of C(r), for fixed values of time t, and C(r) for fixed 
values of distance r. Also, we determine a threshold time when the concentration drops 
below a specified critical value enabling the growth of the metastases.
For the function r C ( r ) , we identified a pulse of inhibitor concentration, with 
decreasing amplitude. We estimate from the graphs the speed of the relaxation pulse; 
which agrees very favorably with the asymptotic speed predicted from a study of the 
Green’s function for the problem.
In Section 4 we model the uptake of nutrient (i.e. oxygen or glucose) into a 
spherical tumor. We use several modeling techniques, and compare the analytic solutions 
for each, in the form of infinite sums. Of all models discussed, the one with the most 
biological significance is the “Flux problem,” in which we reason a flux condition on the 
boundary is most realistic.
For each model we find sufficient stopping criteria to minimize error when 
generating results. We generate the solution C(r) for fixed time t, and C(r) for fixed
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distance r. A way to determine threshold value has also been observed, which can 
measure when the nutrient concentration within a tumor falls below or rises above a 
critical level.
A model for the uptake of nutrient into a spherical tumor with a necrotic core is 
studied in Section 5. A closed form solution in the form of an infinite sum is determined; 
and a sufficient stopping criterion is met to minimize error in generating numerical 
results.
Again, we generate results for C(r) for fixed values of time t, and C(r) for fixed 
values of distance r. We again determine a threshold value, which can predict when the 
nutrient within a tumor falls below or rises above a critical level.
A continuum model for the effect of vascularization inside and outside a spherical 
tumor is studied in Section 6. The interior analytic solution is in the form of an infinite 
sum; the exterior analytic solution is a linear combination of complementary error 
functions and exponential functions. The nutrient concentrations for fixed values of 
distance r and time t [n(t) and n(r), respectively] are studied.
Cancer research is a dynamic field, and incorporates many complexities taken for 
granted in this paper. Although the aforementioned problems are complex from a 
mathematical standpoint, they do not describe the behavior of all types of tumors. As 
mentioned in the introduction (Section 1) there are hundreds of forms of the disease. 
Twelve of the “major cancers” are: Prostate Cancer, Breast Cancer, Lung Cancer, 
Colorectal Cancer, Bladder Cancer, Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, Uterine Cancer, 
Melanoma of the Skin, Kidney Cancer, Leukemia, Ovarian Cancer and pancreatic 
Cancer. Obviously the models mentioned in Sections 2 and 3, which are spherical tumors
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of specified radius, would not apply to a Melanoma of the skin. However, a similar 
adapted two dimensional model would apply to such a biological situation. Likewise, the 
model mentioned in Section 6, a tumor embedded in an infinite domain, would not easily 
apply to Prostate Cancer, where the region of interest is restricted.
Each of these problems can be extended to replicate such physical properties 
associated with specific types of cancer. They are dynamic models that can not only 
offer mathematical verification for clinical results, but also add new insights into the 
behavior of nutrient and inhibitor concentration in and around solid tumors.
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